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Four days of jam packed sewing 

and quilting excitement! over 400 
vendor booths, in-depth workshops, 
hands-on seminars, daily free 

stage shows and more! 
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 attention:

For everyone’s security and safety and to prevent injuries, we are 
asking you to discontinue bringing carts, carriers, and suitcases to 
the expo. you may check purchases at the coat and Package check 
Booth located on the grounds. Only service animals will be allowed 
on the fairgrounds.
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needle explanation
this year, we have SO many new classes, seminars and teaching events—
we had to come up with a WAY TO DESCRIBE them to you. we hope 
this new “needle graphic” is helpful.

2011 seminar and class descriptions:

one-needle seminars

these traditional lecture/demo seminars are the hallmark of 
the Sewing & Stitchery expo.

Time: 45 minutes 
Cost: $5 in advance. $6 at the show

two needle seminars
this format has been created to provide a deeper learn-
ing experience. these new classes will be presented in a 
lecture-demo format. each class will teach a complete proj-
ect or a specific technique – and an extensive, educational 
handout will be part of the class. each class will be offered 
one time only.

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Cost: $20

three needle seminars
this format was previously known as our ‘hands-On’ semi-
nars. Students signing up for this class expect to learn a 
sewing and/or embellishing technique through a hands-on 
learning experience. Look for graphic next to the description 
indicating whether sewing machines will be used or not.

Time: 2 hours 30 minutes
Cost: $25
Kit Fees: (See class descriptions)

Four needle seminars
these classes are the half-day classes that take place on 
wednesday or Sunday. they are in-depth learning experi-
ences. Look for graphic next to the description indicating 
whether machines will be used or not

Time: 4 hours
Cost: $50
Kit Fees: (See class descriptions)

Five needle seminars 

this all day class takes place on wednesday. the class is 
presented one time only. Students signing up for this class 
expect an intense, detailed, complete sewing/learning expe-
rience, with a detailed hand-out.

Time: 8 hours
Cost: $95
Kit Fee: (See class description) 
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special events
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Friday night live, sponsored by baby lock

Sewing with Nancy 
Celebrates 28 Years
Fri, March 4 – at 6:30 PM
Expo Runway 
(upstairs in the Pavilion)
Price: $20

what do you get when you cross seri-
ous sewing with Funniest home Videos? 
Sewing with Nancy celebrates 28 years 

On tV! come and enjoy nancy’s candid flashbacks – hairstyles, clothes, 
techniques, and more – from one of public television’s most notable series, 
Sewing With Nancy. giggle and grin at tV outtakes, too. you’ll love nancy’s 
heartwarming stories and memories from creating a tV show for more than 
28 years. Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to win one of 28 unique door 
prizes from the Sewing With Nancy vault! reserve your seat at this never seen 
before and likely never seen again evening event with nancy.

A big thank-you to Baby Lock for sponsoring this year’s Friday night LiVe. 
they have a history of going above and beyond our expectations when it 
comes to providing exciting goody bags AnD door prizes!

Quilter’s night out, sponsored by bernina

A Quilted Musical 
Extravaganza with 
Ricky Tims
Sat, March 5 – at 6:30 PM
Expo Runway 
(upstairs in the Pavilion)
Price: $20

ricky tims has successfully blended two 
diverse passions into one very unique and 
interesting career. Quilting is a relatively 
new interest compared to ricky's lifelong 
passion for music. he began formal music 

lessons at the age of three. his skills as a pianist, composer and producer 
have been evident by the thousands who have heard his music. tims’ music 
is neither classical, new age, pop nor world, and yet it could fall under any 
of those classifications.

the 2011 Quilter’s night Out with ricky tims is sponsored by Bernina. 
ricky’s innovative and entertaining musical presentation will combine his 
love of music and his love of quilting. it will be a jam-packed night of musi-
cal entertainment, combined with his scholarly insights and wisdom.

coats & clark pro-am sewing exhibition

2011 Sewing & Stitchery Expo Charity Event
Sun, March 6 – at 11:30 or 12:30
Expo Runway (upstairs in the Pavilion)
Price: $10 – Every dime goes to the 
Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital

expo “sewing stars” have volunteered to mentor young sewing “rookies” 
– and the coats & clark Pro-Am Sewing exhibition will come down the 
expo runway at 11:30 AnD 12:30 AM on Sun morning, March 6. there 
are two sessions, with different “Pro-Am” teams for each session.  we asked 
our Sewing Stars (from all over the world) to serve as mentors. then we 
recruited local talented, enthusiastic young sewing rookies. we randomly 
matched the stars with the rookies and they had three months to work on 
their project.  Most of their communication was via the internet with occa-
sional phone calls. SKyPe was a wonderful tool – because the Sewing Star 
could actually See their rookie’s project as it was progressing.

2011 coats & clark Pro-Am Sewing exhibition Sewing Stars: Jan Bones, 
Bobbi Bullard, Kathleen cheetham, Kandi christian, Lorraine henry, Joan 
hinds, Valora hammond, Deborah Kreiling, Paul LaPonte, Linda Lee. 
Marsha Mcclintock, Linda Mcgehee, Annette Millard, Kathy Monaghan, 
Mary Mulari, Luveta nickels, Dodi Poulson, Kathy ruddy, Peggy Sagers, 
Lorrainne torrence, cheryl weidersphan, Lynn Brown, and Pati Palmer. it 
will be exciting to see what our Pro-Am teams created – and they will be 
“hooking up” for the very first time on Sun morning – on the expo runway. 
if you come to the show – you’ll receive a goody Bag with some special 
expo snacks – and gifts from our show sponsors – as well as coats & clark 
– the charity event sponsor.

remember – every dime we raise at the 2011 char-
ity event goes to Mary Bridge children’s hospital in 
tacoma. Serving all of Southwest washington, their 
mission is to provide care for all children, regardless 
of a family’s ability to pay.

pillowcase patrol…

every dollar we raise at this year’s Sunday 
charity event—the coats & clark Pro-Am 
Sewing exhibition—will go to the Mary 
Bridge children’s hospital in tacoma, 
washington. Our Sewing Stars are work-
ing with their Sewing rookies to put on 
a great show, and yOU cAn heLP. As a 
part of the “Million Pillowcase Project,” 
the Sewing & Stitchery expo will be a col-
lection point (all four days) for handmade 
pillowcases. go to your stash—use your 
imagination—sew, embroider, creAte 
cheerful pillowcases for the children who 
are undergoing treatment at Mary Bridge 

children’s hospital. Look for more information on our website. there will be 
links for patterns, coats & clark, Mary Bridge, etc. every person who brings 
pillowcases will be eligible for a fabulous door prize!

Please—no food or drink, photography, audio taping, or cell 
phone use during the seminars. 
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time
room a

expo runway
pavilion

room b
showplex

room c 
showplex

room d
showplex

room e 
showplex

8:30
#1009 cutting edge 

Quilting Products
Carol Bledsoe

#1019 how to 
Make your Machine 
embroidery easier & 

More Successful
Bobbi Bullard

#1084 working with 
Sheer Fabrics
Peggy Sagers

#1082 Stylish 
Sweatshirts Jackets 
that Fit & Flatter
Londa Rohlfing

9:30

wearable Fashion 
with Sandra And 

Marcy
Sandra Betzina & 

Marcy Tilton

#1070 no More Dart 
Disasters—improve 
ALL your Fashion 

Sewing
Pati Palmer

#1010 the Anatomy 
of waistline Finishes

Jan Bones

#1025 Personalizing 
Bag Patterns
June Colburn

#1029 Sew Like 
a Pro

Connie Crawford

10:30
iPcA Style Show: 

revive-reuse-inspire
IPCA

#1074 coats Made 
easy

Cecelia Podolak

#1012 ruffles have 
ridges

Lorene Bonewitz

#1038 what a 
Difference the 

thread can Make
Jane Garrison

#1043 what’s 
new in Machine 

embroidery
Simon Haskins

11:30

A Dozen of Our Best 
Patterns & why you 

Love them
Peggy Sagers

#1044 Fit From the 
Floor

Lorraine Henry

#1001 Sew Jeans 
that Fit

Marta Alto
to Be Announced

#1086 Jewelry from 
your Fabric Scraps & 

Stash
Robyn Spady

12:30

the challenge of 
two Friends

Linda McGehee
Thurs Only

#1008 Power Sewing 
toolbox

Sandra Betzina

#1005 3-D… easy 
As ABc

Marci Baker

#1087 cute For Kids
Connie Spurlock

#1061 rayon Knits & 
Beyond

Lyla Messinger

“the Best of the 
Best” Fashion Show

Bates Technical
College Fashion 

Construction & Design 
Students
Sat Only

1:30

Mccall’s Vogue, 
Butterick 2011 
Fashions with 

Palmer/Pletsch tips
Pati Palmer

#1094 Fabric + 
Pattern: Designing A 

Perfect Match
Katrina Walker

#1022 two Patterns 
For All Seasons

Kathleen Cheetham

#1052 customize 
and Design Fabric in 

three easy Steps
Stephanie Kleinman

#1093 the Arty cardi
Marcy Tilton

2:30

Ship Shapes – the 
Linda & Louise Show
 Linda Lee & Louise

Cutting

#1050 Sewing with 
your Feet

Debra Justice
to Be Announced #1083 Joy of Sewing

Kathy Ruddy to Be Announced

3:30

Simplicity Makes it 
work For you with 
inspired by Project 
runway, cynthia
rowley & Lisette!

#1032 running with 
Scissors

Pam Damour

#1067 electralooks
Tammy O’Connell to Be Announced

#1062 Sewing For 
the new generation

Megan Miles

4:30

#1017 Simply 
Magical Memory 

Quilts and 
wearable Art!

Tammie Bowser

#1096 Beautiful 
Binding & Beyond
Cheryl Weiderspahn

#1034 Fabulous Silk 
Flowers

Glennis Dolce

#1091 the Arty 
tee 2.0: new looks 

for the constant 
wardrobe Staple
Katherine Tilton
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room g 
showplex

room h
centennial

room J
centennial

room l
carousel bldg.

theater
2nd Floor 
pavilion

Free stage
showplex time

#1080 cross Over to 
the "green" Side!

Sue Purdy

#1068 Appliqué and 
embroidery on Fleece

Pattie Otto

#1076 Fresh Picked 
– Big, Bold Prints Are 

here to Stay!
Dodi Poulsen

#1006 the Quilt-As-
you-go Advantage

Cheryl Barnes

the Fabric whisperer
Lyla Messinger 8:30

#1047 Designing 
with texture

Nannette Holmberg

#1088 Designing the 
embroidered Quilt

Janice Stewart

#1057 Slinky is Still 
the Best

Linda MacPhee

#1023 Free Motion 
Quilt Like A Pro

Pam Clarke

#1073 Pleaters for 
Smocking & More!

Vaune Pierce

right Pattern! right 
Fabric! right Fit!

Kathy Ruddy
9:30

#1041 Polar Fleece 
Knitting

Janeal Grosinger

#1035 Business of 
home Decor Sewing

Karen Erickson

#1030 cutting 
through the red 

tape!
Louise Cutting

to Be Announced
Thurs Only #1016 two-handed 

Fair-isle Knitting
Ann Bourgeois

From yarn to high 
Style: A hand-woven 

Fashion Show
Seattle Weavers Guild

10:30#1101 Fabric Fun
Nancy Zieman

Sat Only

#1053 Fashion 180
Linda Lee

#1065 expressive 
Sweatshirts
Mary Mulari

#1026 Behind 
the Seams with 
interfacing and 

Underlining
Ron Collins

#1020 Quilt Blocks 
on American Barns

Eleanor Burns

#1078 color Science 
with Mother Superior

Heather Purcell

the wicked 
Denim Vest

Luveta Nickels 
11:30

#1079 threads, 
needles & tension

Bob Purcell

#1058 clothing 
& Accessory 

transformers (More 
than 

Meets the eye)
Marsha McClintock

#1063 the classic 
white Shirt and 

Beyond
Sandy Miller

#1055 Vintage chic
Cindy Losekamp

#1048 Fabulous Floor 
Mats

 Laura Jones & 
Lynnette Sandbloom

MacPhee workshop 
Fashion Show
Linda MacPhee

Thurs Only

12:30
thAt’S A Sweatshirt?

Londa Rohfling
Sat Only

to Be Announced
#1039 Know your 

notions!
Geri Grasvik

#1049 cleopatra’s 
Fan

Shar Jorgenson

#1101 totes, 
Bags, Jewelry & 

Accessories!
Nancy Zieman

Sat - TBA

#1069 Silk ribbon 
roses and your 

embroidery Machine
Pattie Otto

Decorate the 
Bedroom—Diy 
Fashion Show
Karen Erickson

1:30

#1046 Secrets to 
Sewing Men’s Shirts

Mary Jo Hiney

#1037 Applique 
Squared

Lee Fletcher

#1003 A 
constellation of Star 

Quilts
Brenda Asmus

#1014 heat textured 
Fabric 

Dana Bontrager

#1078 color Science 
with Mother Superior

Heather Purcell

thread As i See it
Glorianne Cubbage 2:30

#1059 Zippers—easy, 
Fast, and Fun

Linda McGehee
to Be Announced

#1095 Beyond the 
Bed

Mech Watne
to Be Announced

#1098 Making yarn 
with a hand Spindle

Morgaine Wilder

thAt’S a Sweatshirt?
Londa Rohlfing

Thurs Only 3:30
ASg Style Show

Sat Only

#1021 Foundation 
Piecing, Paper 
Piecing, Flip & 
Sew….got it?
Teri Chandler

#1081 how Fusible 
interfacing is 

revolutionizing 
Quilting

Mattie Rhoades

to Be Announced

#1099 when the 
Points in your Quilt 

Don't want to Match
Kaye Wood

to Be Announced clothes that click
Valley 4-H 4:30

one needle seminars grid 3
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time
room a

  expo runway
pavilion

room b
showplex

room c 
showplex

room d
showplex

room e 
showplex

8:30

no Style Show 
Fri Only #1018 Simple Social 

Media for crafters
 Tammy Bowser & 

Leslie VanFossen

#1022 two Patterns 
For All Seasons

Kathleen Cheetham

#1005 3-D… easy as 
ABc

Marci Baker
to Be Announced

ricky tims
Sun Only

9:30

wearable Fashion with 
Sandra And Marcy
Betzina & Tilton

Fri Only

to Be Announced
#1028 wool Felt —the 

new Fabric Frontier
Barbara Crawford

#1083 Joy of Sewing
Kathy Ruddy 

#1061 rayon Knits & 
Beyond

Lyla Messinger
ricky tims
Sun Only

10:30

iPcA Style Show: 
revive-reuse-inspire

IPCA
Fri Only

#1051 needle 
Bootcamp

Debra Justice

#1097 Zipper-Phobia 
therapy Session

Cheryl Weiderspahn

#1025 Personalizing 
Bag Patterns
June Colburn

#1062 Sewing For the 
new generation
Megan Miles

11:30

A Dozen of Our Best 
Patterns & why you 

Love them
Peggy Sagers

Fri Only

#1070 no More Dart 
Disasters

Pati Palmer

#1002 it's what's 
inside that counts

Marta Alto

#1038 what a 
Difference the thread 

can Make
Jane Garrison

#1082 Stylish 
Sweatshirts Jackets that 

Fit & Flatter
Londa Rohlfingcoats & clark Pro-Am 

Sewing e-xhibition
 Sun Only

12:30

the challenge of two 
Friends

Linda McGehee
Fri Only

#1008 Power Sewing 
toolbox

Sandra Betzina
to Be Announced #1087 cute for Kids

Connie Spurlock

#1043 what’s new in 
Machine embroidery

Simon Haskinscoats & clark Pro-Am 
Sewing exhibition

Sun Only

1:30

Mccall’s Vogue, 
Butterick 2011 

Fashions with Palmer/
Pletsch tips
Pati Palmer

Fri Only

#1075 the classic 
Shirtdress—reinvented

Cecelia Podolak

#1019 how to 
Make your Machine 
embroidery easier & 

More Successful
Bobbi Bullard

#1034 Fabulous Silk 
Flowers

Glennis Dolce

#1092 raw…
innovative Finishes to 
Add a new edge to 

your Sewing
Katherine Tilton

2:30

Ship Shapes—the Linda 
& Louise Show

Linda Lee & Louise 
Cutting
Fri Only

#1045 Principles & 
elements of Pattern 

Alteration
Lorraine Henry

#1013 Shirring 
Madness!

Lorene Bonewitz

#1085 Listen to 
the tissue

Peggy Sagers

#1029 Sew Like a Pro
Connie Crawford

3:30

Simplicity Makes it 
work For you with 
inspired by Project 
runway, cynthia 
rowley & Lisette!

Fri Only 

#1033 roman 
Shades Basics
Pam Damour

Fri Only

#1011 Practical & 
Pretty Panties

Jan Bones
Fri Only

 to Be Announced 
Fri Only

#1093 the Arty cardi
 Marcy Tilton

Fri Only

4:30

#1071 Update your 
closet with coloring

Carla Peery
Fri Only

#1067 electralooks
Tammy O’Connell

Fri Only

#1052 customize and 
Design Fabric in three 

easy Steps
Stephanie Kleinman

Fri Only

#1086 Jewelry from 
your Fabric Scraps & 

Stash 
Robyn Spady

Fri Only
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room g 
showplex

room h
centennial

room J
centennial

room l
carousel bldg.

theater
2nd Floor 
pavilion

Free stage
showplex

time

#1021 Foundation 
Piecing, Paper Piecing, 

Flip & Sew …got it
Teri Chandler

#1088 Designing the 
embroidered Quilt

Janice Stewart
Fri Only

#1095 Beyond the Bed
Mech Watne to Be Announced wearable Art

Bobbi Bullard 8:30

to Be Announced
Sun Only

#1054 Pants Fitting 
from yOU
Linda Lee

#1004 endless 
Possibilities of Silk
Maggie Backman

to Be Announced

#1101 Fabric Fun with 
totes, Bags, Jewelry & 

Accessories!
Nancy Zieman

Fri Only
#1016 two-handed 

Fair-isle
Ann Bourgeois

thAt’S A Sweatshirt?
Londa Rohlfing 9:30

#1090 Beyond the 
Buttonhole
Gita Sturm

Sun Only

#1060 A new 
Fascination with 

handbags
Linda McGehee

#1040 Flannel For All 
Occasions…Baby & 

Beyond
 Geri Grasvik

#1031 cutting to 
the chase Of great 

garments
Louise Cutting

#1020 Quilt Blocks On 
American Barns
Eleanor Burns

#1078 color Science 
with Mother Superior

Heather Purcell

From yarn to high 
Style-A hand woven 

Fashion Show
Seattle Weavers Guild

10:30

#1079 threads, 
needles & tension

Bob Purcell

#1072 recipes for 
Perfect embroidery
Malah Peterson

#1049 cleopatra’s Fan
Shar Jorgenson

#1100 easy ways to 
Match your Points For 
Better Looking Quilts

Kaye Wood

#1048 Fabulous Floor 
Mats

Laura Jones & 
Lynnette Sandbloom

the wicked Denim Vest
Luveta Nickels 11:30

#1047 Designing with 
texture

Nannette Holmberg

#1068 Applique & 
embroidery on Fleece

Pattie Otto

#1077 imagine – 
Design – create!
Dodi Poulsen

#1056 cut ‘n’ Paste 
– embraced!

Cindy Losekamp

#1078 color Science 
with Mother Superior

Heather Purcell

MacPhee workshop 
Fashion Show

Linda MacPhee
12:30

#1080 cross Over to 
the "green" Side!

Sue Purdy

#1081 how Fusible 
interfacing is 

revolutionizing Quilting
Mattie Rhoades

#1064 wonderful 
weekend wardrobes

Sandra Miller

#1007 “My Quilt top 
is Done – now what 

Do i Do?”
Cheryl Barnes

to Be Announced
Decorate the Bedroom 

-Diy Fashion Show
Karen Erickson

1:30

#1042 Perfect Patterns 
for the youngest 

Sewing Star!
Janeal Grosinger

#1066 Quick gifts with 
Style & Zip

Mary Mulari

#1057 Slinky is Still 
the Best

Linda MacPhee

#1024 Free-Motion 
Background Designs

Pam Clarke

#1073 Pleaters for 
Smocking & Morel

Vaune Pierce

thread As i See it
Glorianne Cubbage 2:30

to Be Announced 
Fri Only

#1058 clothing & 
Accessory transformers 

(More than 
Meets the eye)

 Marsha McClintock
Fri Only

#1027 Designer Jeans 
By you

Ron Collins
Fri Only

#1015 color crayon 
Fabric Art

Dana Bontrager
Fri Only

#1098 Making yarn 
with a hand Spindle
Morgaine Wilder

Fri Only

right Pattern! right 
Fabric! right Fit!
Kathy Ruddy

Fri Only

3:30

#1046 Secrets to 
Sewing Men’s Shirts

Mary Jo Hiney
Fri Only

#1036 Sew home 
Décor for rookies
Karen Erickson

Fri Only

#1003 A constellation 
of Star Quilts

Brenda Asmus
Fri Only

#1089 Sewing, 
Knitting and crocheting 
with Multiple yarns and 

Fabrics
Gita Sturm

Fri Only

#1069 Silk ribbon 
roses and your 

embroidery Machine
Pattie Otto

Fri Only

clothes that click
Valley 4-H

Fri Only
4:30

5
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#1001 sew Jeans that Fit

Marta Alto, Palmer/Pletsch
Room C
Thurs (#1001A), Sat (#1001C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

Jeans come in many colors, shapes and prices! But finding jeans that fit and 
are comfortable is a challenge. you can sew your own jeans and they can 
Fit! Use the Palmer/Pletsch method to tissue fit, then fabric fit, and then 
sew… jeans may have several parts, but they are not hard to sew.

#1002 it's what's inside that counts

Marta Alto, Palmer/Pletsch
Room C
Fri (#1002B), Sun (#1002D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm 

Learn the latest on today's interfacing. Learn how to choose the correct 
weight and how to cut and fuse correctly. you will see a collection of gar-
ments with different weights of interfacing and learn some sewing tips. 
Learn about the difference between lining and underlining. Perfect for the 
new sewer and experienced as well. you will also learn about liquid stabilizer 
and see an exciting collection of embroidered garments and accessories.

#1003 a constellation oF star Quilts

Brenda Asmus, Michell Marketing Inc
Room J
Thurs (#1003A), Sat (#1003C), 2:30 – 3:15 pm
Fri (#1003B), 4:30 – 5:15 pm

you won’t want to miss the Marti Michell Star-Studded trunk Show pre-
sented by Brenda Asmus. it is a full of tips and tricks for making evening 
Stars, Log cabin Stars, Feathered Stars, Kaleido-Stars, eight-Pointed Stars, 
Scrappy Sedona Star, and stars you might not think are stars (even Seven 
Sis-stars). Oh my stars, you’ll be star struck.

#1004 endless possibilities oF silk

Maggie Backman, Things Japanese/ The Silk Experience
Room H
Fri (#1004B), Sun (#1004D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

Maggie encourages you to get into your cotton stash while she demon-
strates the exciting uses of silk noil as a perfect companion for those left 
over or unused cottons. Learn easy processes for applying dyes and paints 
to silk noil to create color and embellishments to match those colorful cot-
tons that you are using for garment construction, quilting, home decor and 
embellishment projects.

#1005 3-d… easy as abc

Marci Baker, Pine Needle, Alicia's Attic Inc
Room C
Thurs (#1005A), Sat (#1005C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm 
Room D 
Fri (#1005B), Sun (#1005D), 8:30 - 9:15 am

come and experience the world of 3-D! wow – they are strip-pieced… 
reALLy! combining her “not your grandmother’s tumbling Blocks” along 
with Sara nephew’s most popular 3-D optical illusions, you can now see 
how these very moving and stunning quilts stack up with simple color/value 
selections. See how to build the blocks using the strip-piecing methods which 
eliminate the inset y seams. everyone from the beginner to the experienced 
quilter will find enjoyment and success once they know the key to 3-D!

#1006 the Quilt-as-you-go advantage

Cheryl Barnes, Golden Threads
Room L
Thurs (#1006A), Sat (#1006C), 8:30 - 9:15 am

cheryl loves presenting this wonderful trunk show of beautiful quilts con-
structed using the QAygo techniques. the demo of step-by-step samples 
will make each technique easy to understand. this popular seminar will 
teach you how to create quilts that highlight the machine quilting using 
easy to follow designs stitched with a walking foot. Simply quilt a single 
layered block or strip at a time then join several together using your favorite 
QAygo method. Use this method with free-motion quilting as well.

#1007 my Quilt top is done – now what?

Cheryl Barnes, Golden Threads
Room L
Fri (#1007B), Sun (#1007D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Learn easy step-by-step methods for evaluating any quilt top and audition-
ing quilting designs as a tool for developing the right quilting plan for any 
quilt. next, see what notions make marking a breeze, and how following 
the Quilting Dot-to-Dot methods will help build your confidence and help 
you become a confident free-motion quilter.

#1008 power sewing toolbox

Sandra Betzina, Power Sewing
Room B
Thurs (#1008A), Fri (#1108B), Sat (#1008C), 
Sun (#1008D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm  

Let Sandra Betzina share her latest techniques including how to eliminate 
facings with slick easy bindings for rounded and V-necklines and armholes. 
then learn construction techniques for stretch mesh, bulk free darts in heavy 
fabrics, ripple free pleats, lining knit pants, and how to sew two different 
but difficult fabrics together.

#1009 cutting edge Quilting products

Carol Bledsoe, Alto's/Sew EZ Quilting Inc
Room B
Thurs (#1009A), Sat (#1009C), 8:30 - 9:15 am

Quilters are always on the lookout for products that will make things easier. 
Join carol Bledsoe as she demonstrates for you a variety of tools that will 
make all aspects of quilting easier and less frustrating.

one needle seminars
                                   45 minutes, $5.00

 one needle seminars 

please register For seminar by # in 
parenthesis Following the day oF the 
class sample:  1001a or 1001c
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#1010 the anatomy oF waistline Finishes

Jan Bones, Lingerie Secrets Patterns
Room C
Thurs (#1010A), Sat (#1010C), 9:30 - 10:15 am

the waistline edges of pants and skirts may be finished in many ways. Learn 
to sew with the best choices of fabrics, seams, interfacings and closures. 
techniques for knit and woven fabric will be included. you will see waist-
bands, elastics, facings, ribbons, and linings because they are all possible 
solutions for comfortable & attractive finishes for daywear & nightwear! 

#1011 lingerie secrets:

Jan Bones, Lingerie Secrets Patterns
Room C
Fri (#1011B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

this class is dedicated to showing you how to have success in the fitting 
and sewing of all those lingerie bottoms! Jan shares the secrets for many 
panty designs while insuring style, comfort and a good fit for both regular 
and plus sizes. Learn the "Smoothie" panty, "Ladies classic" panty the "Low 
rise" panty, "Shorty Legging" or a "thong" design.

#1012 ruFFles have ridges

Lorene Bonewitz, Sew It Up.com
Room C
Thurs (#1012A), Sat (#1012C), 10:30 -11:15 am

Little girls love ruffles, bows and twirly skirts! Lorene will show you her favor-
ite 6 ways to make “fluffy” ruffles and at least eight techniques for finishing 
your ruffles ~ even ruffles with ridges! She has a bountiful trunk show. have 
fun as you learn how to make easy and perfect ruffles every time!

#1013 shirring madness!

Lorene Bonewitz, Sew It Up.com
Room C
Fri (#1013B), Sun (#1013D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Shirring is the rage in fashion of today! it is showing up in lady’s wear and 
children’s fashion as well as home fashions. there are even a few pattern 
companies that have used the technique as a focal point for their design. 
Lorene will show you the technique and address some of the possible prob-
lems you might encounter as a beginner. no matter what brand of sewing 
machine you own, you too can master shirring in no time at all!

#1014 heat textured Fabric

Dana Bontrager, Dana Marie Design Co.
Room L
Thurs (#1014A), Sat (#1014C), 2:30 - 3:15 pm

we all know some fabrics are heat sensitive, often times much to our dismay 
when the iron was too hot. well, Dana does it again with another intrigu-
ing way to manipulate fabric. Using a judicious application of heat, you 
can have permanently textured fabric that doesn't wash out! Simulate the 
tufted look of an upholstered divan, all-over texture that resembles bubbles, 
rows of shirred design, and more! All it takes is fabric and heat, nothing to 
stitch, fuse or glue! Fantastic!

#1015 color crayon Fabric art

Dana Bontrager, Dana Marie Design Co.
Room L
Fri (#1015B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Do you have a bucket full of broken crayons to keep the grandkids enter-
tained? well, now you can join in too, and create wonderful works of fabric 
art. you'll learn many techniques from basic to advanced. you'll learn how to 
create transfers on your computer, color and stitch, stencil, fine-tip outlines, 
embroider and color, stamp, work with shavings and more!

#1016 two-handed Fair-isle knitting

Ann Bourgeois, Philosophers Wool
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1016A), Sat (#1016C), 10:30 -11:15 am
Fri (#1016B), Sun (#1016D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

in this class the student learns how to knit with one color the european 
method in the left hand and the other color in the right hand the American 
way. it is easy to learn to knit with no floats and no tangling. this class is for 
knitters only. needles and wool will be provided to practice with in class. 
Limit to 30 students.

#1017 memory Quilts & wearable art!

Tammie Bowser, Mosaic Quilt Studio
Room B
Thurs (#1017A), Sat (#1017C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

transform ordinary fabrics into beautiful photographic quilts and wearable 
art! the look is intricate, but it's easy when you have the secrets plus the 
Free quilting tool you'll get when you join me! each project takes just a few 
hours to make and your friends will gasp when they realize your quilt is art 
and your jacket is a photograph!

#1018 simple social media For craFters

Tammie Bowser and Lorelle VanFossen, 
Mosaic Quilt Studio
Room B
Fri (#1018B), Sun (#1018D), 8:30 - 9:15 am

want to learn how to make friends with other needle crafters around the 
world? Or to use social media to promote your crafting business? you can 
have thousands of friends or customers! you'll understand the purpose of 
Facebook, twitter or Blogs. you'll also learn what sites to use and what to 
avoid! All attendees will get a Free ebook,"Social Media Secrets for crafters" 
and a step-by-step action plan to guarantee your social media success.

#1019 machine embroidery: easy & successFul

Bobbi Bullard, Bullard Designs
Room C
Thurs (#1019A), Sat (1019C), 8:30 - 9:15 am
Fri (#1019B), Sun (#1019D) 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Bobbi Bullard, queen of machine embroidery, is offering a crash course 
to elevate your machine embroidering to the next level of expertise. the 
course starts with color theory for embroiderers and follows with the impor-
tance of the thread path, how to succeed with metallic threads, and the per-
fect formula for perfect stitch-outs. you'll be an expert at perfect hooping, 
learn a simple way to get perfect placement, which stabilizers to use when, 
and how to arrange designs aesthetically for the most eye-catching projects.
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#1020 Quilt blocks on american barns

Eleanor Burns, Quilt In A Day
Room L
Thurs (#1020A), Sat (#1020C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Fri (#1020B), Sun (#1020D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Join "Quilt in a Day" and our favorite farmer’s daughter, eleanor Burns, as 
she pays tribute to rural America’s Barn Quilt Blocks as she wanders through 
the rural country sides of America, one barn at a time. See how she magi-
cally transforms the bright-colored wooden quilt blocks that are mounted 
to the sides of the barns and buildings along the highways and country 
roads in small towns into workable quilt blocks for you to create at your 
sewing machine. 

#1021 Foundation piecing

Teri Chandler, Sew Wonderful Dreams
Room G
Thurs (#1021A), Sat (#1021C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm
Fri (#1021B), Sun (#1021D), 8:30 - 9:15 am

Paper piecing is a technique of sewing fabric to a printed paper pattern to 
obtain a perfect duplication of the pattern. it is fun, easy and do-able for 
everyone. can you thread your machine and count in numerical order? you 
qualify! Join us to learn this technique.

#1022 two patterns For all seasons

Kathleen Cheetham, Petite Plus Patterns
Room C
Thurs (#1022A), Sat (#1022C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1022B), Sun (#1022D), 8:30 - 9:15 am

ready-to-wear designers save time and money by re-using and updating 
their basic patterns with simple style modifications and fabric changes. 
Kathleen will illustrate how to combine and coordinate fabrics, add style ele-
ments, accents, trims, and closures and take your favorite top and bottom 
patterns from casual to festive, cool weather to warm, and from office to 
up town. Discover new ideas for collars and sleeves, quick ways to reinvent 
a pant pattern and how to determine where to place neckline, hemline and 
other design details “for you.”

#1023 Free motion Quilt like a pro

Pam Clarke, Designs With Lines/
Log Cabin Dry Goods
Room L
Thurs (#1023A), Sat (#1023C), 9:30 - 10:15 am

Discover the secrets to smooth quilting and basic quilt designs using your 
home machine, mid-arm machine or long-arm machine. Learn how to 
save time and gain confidence. if you are new to machine quilting or not 
comfortable with free-motion quilting, this class is for you. See seven basic 
shapes for custom quilting, simple borders and a few block designs. Bring 
a pencil to draw along with the handout provided.

#1024 Free-motion background designs

Pam Clarke, Designs With Lines/
Log Cabin Dry Goods
Room L
Fri (#1024B), Sun (#1024D),2:30 - 3:15pm

Are you in a stipple rut? Pam will share with you her favorite background 
designs and side to side all over designs. Learn up to 25 basic designs 
without using any marking tools; feathers, loops, hearts, swirls, clamshells, 
paisley and as many different designs as she can draw for you as time allows. 
Bring a pencil and clipboard to draw along using the handout provided.

#1025 personalizing bag patterns

June Colburn, June Colburn Designs II Inc
Room D
Thurs (#1025A), Sat (#1025C), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1025B), Sun (#1025D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Successful bags need great design and technique. Learn about styles for 
totes and purses, shaping products, fabrics, closures and embellishment.  
helpful do and don’t tips will save you time and money as you create bags 
for yourself and for gifts.  See June's trunk show of amazing samples!

#1026 interFacing and underlining

Ron Collins, Power Sewing
Room J
Thurs (#1026A), Sat (#1026C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

ron will reveal it all when it comes to interfacings and underlinings. have 
you ever found a fabric you loved, but it was too lightweight or drapey 
for the garment you wanted to sew? Do you have a love/hate relationship 
with linen because it’s great to work with, but always creased when you 
wear it? ron will show how to solve these problems with underlings and 
how to stabilize other loosely woven fabrics and strengthen delicate ones, 
using lining and interfacing. Find out which interfacings are right for your 
garment and how to solve puckering problems.

#1027 designer Jeans by you

Ron Collins, Power Sewing
Room J
Fri (#1027B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Jeans are always in fashion! get one of a kind results. Sew up a great pair 
of jeans with patches, hammer-in-snaps, rivets, belt loops, pockets, fly front 
zippers and fray free hems.  Learn how to use heavy topstitching thread in 
any home sewing machine, along with other thread types. Be inspired by 
his extensive denim wardrobe including pants, vest and jackets.

#1028 wool Felt - the new Fabric Frontier

Barbara Crawford, Crawford Designs
Room C
Fri (#1028B), Sun (#1028D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

Most people think of wool felts as more for appliqué and crafts but it is 
such a great fabric, that it is making its way into the world of Fashion. it’s 
easy to cut, easy to press, does not need interlining or lining, it sews like a 
dream, you can finish the edges or leave them, and it is a stylish fabric, rich 
in texture and color and easy to add embellishments.
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#1029 sew like a pro

Connie Crawford, Fashion Patterns by Coni
Room E
Thurs (#1029A), Sat (#1029C), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1029B), Sun (#1029D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Learn fashion industry sewing techniques and shortcuts that will make your 
sewing more professional, efficient, and enjoyable. connie will demonstrate 
several sewing techniques that are used in the fashion industry today. topics 
include efficient cutting techniques, notching concepts, pin basting, using 
a gathering foot, crimping vs. ease stitching, bias treatments, spaghetti 
variations, and placket and zipper techniques. this lecture will relieve your 
fears of the more complicated fashion details.

#1030 cutting through the red tape!

Louise Cutting, Cutting Corners Inc
Room J
Thurs (#1030A), Sat (#1030C), 10:30 -11:15 am

why DOn't PAtternS Fit Me Any MOre??? Are you making the right 
adjustment to the pattern? if you make an adjustment on one pattern, is 
that the adjustment on another pattern??? you are so confused! you will 
receive a MeASUring chArt that will end all measuring charts! Louise will 
show exactly where to place the tape for each measurement on you and 
where it transfers onto the pattern. Learn to read the envelope...body size 
and your size, about designer ease and fitting ease, what size to make, and 
pattern company differences.

#1031 cut to the chase: great garments

Louise Cutting, Cutting Corners Inc
Room J
Fri (#1031B), Sun (#1031D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

why reinvent the wheel? you already have great patterns, now use them 
to create variations… a blouse can become a jacket, a shell can become a 
dress, a pullover top can now have a front opening. Don't be afraid to cut 
across the "big black line." you can do it! Learn to enlarge or reduce the 
patterns as needed for your personal fit and taste, proportion for good looks, 
various methods for putting in darts, moving darts, changing dart sizes, and 
removing darts that are already in patterns.

#1032 running with scissors

Pam Damour, The Decorating Diva
Room B
Thurs (#1032A), Sat (#1032C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

yes, this is what your mother told you never to do! if you’re still cutting 
with the same pair of scissors you had in high school or if your seam ripper 
is from junior high home-economics class, it's time to see what the new 
products are, how to care for them and what to look for in quality sewing 
tools. Learn the proper way to cut with scissors, how to hold a rotary cut-
ter, which end of a seam ripper is up, and which iron is best for you. the 
right tools for the job can make all the difference in your sewing enjoyment.

#1033 roman shades basics

Pam Damour, The Decorating Diva
Room B
Fri (#1033B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

you may know the basics on roman Shades, or you’ve seen them and 
have an idea of how they work, but do you know about all the design and 
fabrication options?  there are many ways to customize your romans to 
make them yours. Join Pam for a lecture/demonstration on roman shade 
construction, including assorted styles, types and embellishments. you will 
see flat, hobbled, relaxed, bottoms-up, cord-less and arch-top styles of 
roman shades.

#1034 Fabulous silk Flowers

Glennis Dolce, Shibori Girls Studio
Room D
Thurs (#1034A), Sat (#1034C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm
Fri (#1034B), Sun (#1034D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Anyone can fashion beautiful silk flowers using techniques developed for 
silk shibori ribbons and fabrics. glennis will demonstrate how these lovely 
flowers are made.  See many new ideas for using these adornments in 
garments and jewelry and then let your imagination run wild with these 
beautiful flowers.

#1035 business oF home decor sewing

Karen Erickson, Home Fashions U
Room H
Thurs (#1035A), Sat (#1035C), 10:30 -11:15 am

turn your love of sewing and creativity into a BUSineSS. get an overview 
of the industry, business fundamentals, and wholesale vs. retail, pricing, 
marketing, where to get tools and supplies, start-up costs and more. great 
overview class if you’re considering a career change or are already feeling 
your way around in the industry.

#1036 sew home decor For rookies

Karen Erickson, Home Fashions U
Room H
Fri (#1036B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

Decorating your home yourself is a great way to show off your creativity and 
save cash at the same time! Start right; learn the language of home decor 
sewing, how to choose fabrics, helpful tools, sewing machine tips and tips 
for no sew too! A great class for beginning sewers and more experienced 
sewers just starting to sew for the home.

#1037 appliQué sQuared

Lee Fletcher, Sulky of America
Room H
Thurs (#1037A), Sat (#1037C), 2:30 - 3:15 pm

this will be one of the most creative appliqué projects that you will ever 
do. Depending on your color choices and themes, you can create one-of-
a-kind looks using some of your favorite fabric. it’s easy, fast and fun to do.
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#1038 thread can make a diFFerence

Jane Garrison, YLI Corporation
Room D
Thurs (#1038A), Sat (#1038C), 10:30 -11:15 am
Fri (#1038B), Sun (#1038D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

we all know that without thread our projects would all be virtual! Broaden 
your horizons as you see what newly released as well as some staple favorite 
threads can do to personalize your projects. whether you are a quilter or a 
garment constructor, decorative threads should be part of your final project 
to truly express your creativity. Jane will show many surface techniques for 
hand, sewing machine and sergers.

#1039 know your notions!

Geri Grasvik, The Pine Needle
Room H
Thurs (#1039A), Sat (#1039C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

enjoy a trunk show of the most current notions on the market. Learn how 
to simplify your tasks, save money and still get professional results. you will 
learn what notions you can live with and what you cAnnOt live without.

#1040 Flannel For baby & beyond

Geri Grasvik, The Pine Needle
Room H
Fri (#1040B), Sun (#1040D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Flannels take on the latest looks from Shabby chic to woolies (flannel that 
looks like wool but is really cotton) to the cutest baby prints ever seen! this 
trunk show will take you on a journey throughout the various personalities 
of flannel. geri will provide tips and techniques on how to wash and care 
for flannel, how to sew with this wonderful fabric and how to eliminate 
frustrations.

#1041 polar Fleece knitting

Janeal Grosinger, Jaicee Designs, Inc
Room G
Thurs (#1041A), Sat (#1041C), 10:30 -11:15 am

we all love to sew with polar-fleece, but have you ever tried to knit with it? 
come see all the fascinating things you can do by knitting polar-fleece. we 
will lead you through the basic steps of getting started and will show you 
lots of samples of great embellishments for jackets, blankets, and bags; as 
well as making the warmest scarf you have ever worn! But we don't stop 
there; the possibilities are endless and limited to your creative imagination! 
you can also add this special technique to purses, hot pads, toys, and more!

#1042 perFect patterns For the young

Janeal Grosinger, Jaicee Designs, Inc
Room G
Fri (#1042B), Sun (#1042D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Do your children want to start using yOUr sewing machine? not really sure 
where to start? we have done all the research and hard work for you!  Finding 
a pattern that is “just right” for their skill level, in a project that they actu-
ally want to make; is often the hardest part. with over 15 years experience 
teaching children to sew, Janeal has been able to compile the perfect list of 
all the most-loved patterns. come see a large assortment of great patterns 
for children to work on from very easy to the intermediate level. She will even 
include tips and short-cuts for many patterns to make it even easier!

#1043 machine embroidery: what's new

Simon Haskins, Jenny Haskins Products/
RNK Distributing
Room E
Thurs (#1043A), Sat (#1043C), 10:30 -11:15 am
Fri (#1043B), Sun (#1043D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

come and find out what is new in machine embroidery. this seminar will 
cover new techniques in machine embroidery such as embroidered decoup-
age, faux knitting, cheating trapunto and many more. A trunk show of 
beautiful garments and quilts will inspire the beginner through expert.

#1044 Fit From the Floor

Lorraine Henry, LH Enterprises/Two Easy Tape Co.
Room B
Thurs (#1044A), Sat (#1044C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

no, we are not going to lie down to do our fitting! But the floor can be 
a most effective tool to achieve a good fit. correct use of measurements 
taken from the floor affect pants, skirts and bodices. Learn how and where 
to take them. there is a new measurement that even tells you something 
about the droop in a certain troublesome part of our anatomy! (not the 
bust this time!) One can visually put the body into view on paper to bet-
ter understand what changes need to be made to improve fit. Learn how 
to use common sewing notions to make it easier. So come and get a new 
perspective (or view) of what Fit From the Floor can do for you!

#1045 elements oF pattern alteration

Lorraine Henry, LH Enterprises/Two Easy Tape Co.
Room B
Fri (#1045B), Sun (#1045D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Sharpen your fitting skills! there are rules in pattern alteration that if fol-
lowed, will make correcting the fit more accurate and easier to do. Using 
the new sequential order of checking body measurements to pattern mea-
surements will help you understand the relationships between them. Learn 
where to alter first, what to actually change and how to change it to avoid 
causing unnecessary distortions in the pattern that will cause you to have 
“fitting fits”! yes, you can do it!!

#1046 secrets to sewing men’s shirts

Mary Jo Hiney, Mary Jo Hiney Designs
Room G
Thurs (#1046A), Sat (#1046C), 2:30 - 3:15 pm
Fri (#1046B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

Sewing a well-made, modern-fit shirt with unique details for the trendy 
men in your life makes a wonderful, richly appreciated gift. we’ll begin by 
learning the proper measurements to take and the amount of ease needed 
for a modern fit. then, we’ll discuss how to accomplish many of the details 
that really make a well-made shirt great!
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#1047 designing with texture

Nannette Holmberg, Faux Chenille
Room G
Thurs (#1047A), Sat (#1047C), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1047B), Sun (#1047D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

take chenille to the next level! reconstruct ready to wear with textured 
appliqués, bling and vintage findings. create texture with multiple layers 
of fabric and designing with continuous bias. give vintage chenille a new 
look. create open work chenille jackets without a base that has the look and 
feel of a sweater. transform and repurpose everything!

#1048 Fabulous Floor mats

Laura Jones & Lynnette Sanbloom, 
Beach Garden Quilts
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1048A), Sat (#1048C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm
Fri (#1048B), Sun (#1048D), 11:30 am - 
12:15 pm

eASy! Beautiful! you can walk on them! Laura will demystify the making 
of a floor mat, or in other words, a quilt on the floor! Simply elegant, it’s 
the perfect project for quilters and non quilters alike. great stash reducer 
too. Laura will share all of her tricks for embellishing with ribbons, rick rack 
or permanent markers. Make one for your kitchen sink, front door, or as a 
unique holiday gift for a friend.

#1049 cleopatra's Fan

Sharlene Jorgenson, Quilting From The Heartland
Room J
Thurs (#1049A), Sat (#1049C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1049B), Sun (#1049D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

the scarcity of this quilt inspired Shar to create templates for this elegant 
and charming block. the design is made of 10 separate shapes with gentle 
curves that every quilter can achieve with Shar's detailed cutting and sewing 
techniques. Learn how to choose the right fabrics and create many differ-
ent designs from this block. you will enjoy a trunk show of many different 
variations of cleopatra.

#1050 sew with your Feet

Debra Justice, Labours of Love
Room B
Thurs (#1050A), Sat (#1050C), 2:30 - 3:15 pm

not quite sure what to do with those feet that  look easy to use in sewing 
manuals, but are seldom straight forward in “real life”? Learn to use some 
of the not so common feet for your machine that you should be using on 
your everyday sewing: the invisible zipper foot, overcast foot, ruffler, shirr-
ing, hemmer, pintuck, piping, roller, edge stitching, blind hemming, bias 
tape, fringe foot and more. 

#1051 needle bootcamp

Debra Justice, Labours of Love
Room B
Fri (#1051B), Sun (#1051D),10:30 - 11:15 am

Update your needle knowledge. Debra will show you her favorite specialty 
needles—the wing, double wing, twin, triple and the double eye needle. 
you can use them for various types of tucks, topstitching, decorative stitch-
ing, hem stitching, joining lace, finishing hemlines, Madeira appliqué and 
more. the cost of a new needle is a fraction of a new foot and the applica-
tions are endless. Stir stick lace, beading, reverse threading, pintucks in the 
round and mock tucks are just a few of the specialty techniques that will 
be featured in class. 

#1052 customize and design Fabric

Stephanie Kleinman, Fabric Studio
Room D
Thurs (#1052A), Sat (#1052C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1052B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

Jump on the band wagon and discover how easy it is to design your own 
fabric! Let the Fabric Studio be your jumping off point for your design work. 
either print it yourself from your inkjet printer or turn it into yards of fabric 
with one of the many exciting online fabric printing companies. From cre-
ating one-of-a-kind personalized fabric to your own unique designs, learn 
about all the projects you can create with your own fabrics.

#1053 Fashion 180

Linda Lee, The Sewing Workshop
Room G
Thurs (#1053A), Sat (#1053C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

erin Snethen, apparel design graduate from Kansas State University (and 
under 35), and Linda Lee, producer of ‘the Sewing workshop Pattern 
collection” (and way over 35), team up to produce this lively cross-gen-
erational approach to fashion. they have selected four patterns. each will 
show you their reinventions, interpretations and alterations of the same 
patterns, giving you the next gen take and the baby boomer look. you will 
see unusual fabric combos and fun and "outside-the-box" techniques-all to 
inspire you to look at patterns in a new way.

#1054 pants Fitting From you

Linda Lee, The Sewing Workshop
Fri (#1054B), Sun (#1054D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

having fit hundreds of women in both fitted and elastic waist pants, Linda 
has seen it all. She will share with you the most common pattern alterations 
that apply to most bodies. through the use of a Power Point presentation 
and audience participation, you will observe actual fitting work on real bod-
ies, not just theoretical textbook information.
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#1055 vintage chic

Cindy Losekamp, Sew Artfully Yours
Room L
Thurs (#1055A), Sat (#1055C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Using the old to create the new! Learn how to work with Vintage Linens and 
thrift store finds to create the new “old” look. Vintage chic is everywhere…
learn how to create it. cindy has always loved vintage linens, doilies and 
the treasures that are passed from one generation to the next.  See the new 
embroideries, designs, garment modifications, machine stitching, and many 
other methods she has designed to create things we’ll pass down to future 
generations. come see her bountiful collection of new and kitschy ideas to 
create the new vintage! grandma would be so 

#1056 cut ‘n’ paste – embraced!

Cindy Losekamp, Sew Artfully Yours
Room L
Fri (#1056B), Sun (#1056D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

in this twist of fiber, cloth and thread you will find new horizons. Using 
basic cutting and pasting, you will learn to create amazing 3D works of 
art you can wear or hang in your home or office. Learn to take a standard 
photograph and turn it into a textural work of art. See how to dissect, 
simplify and create the patterns for it, layer it up and then create it with 
many types of needlework including appliqué, felting, free machining and 
embroidery. no matter what machine you use, you can do this. come and 
inspire your creativity.

#1057 slinky is still the best

Linda MacPhee, MacPhee Workshop
Room J
Thurs (#1057A), Sat (#1057C), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1057B), Sun (#1057D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

if you have never heard of slinky knit or if you are a huge fan of it....this is 
the class for you! there Are nO Fitting PrOBLeMS with slinky -- it's sew 
forgiving. it's simple to sew and sew slimming to wear (you look 10 lbs. 
slimmer immediately). it doesn't do static cling, it's machine wash and dry, 
it's very breathable, absolutely doesn't wrinkle (traveling anyone?). it can 
be casual or dressy and can be made in minutes. Linda will discuss pattern 
choices for pants, skirts, tops, dresses, jackets, accessories and more. you will 
find out what you need to know for cutting and sewing. She's got lots of 
new samples and has even mastered MAchine eMBrOiDery on slinky knit.

#1058 clothing & accessory transFormers

Marsha McClintock, SAF-T-POCKETS Patterns
Room H
Thurs (#1058A), Sat (#1058C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm
Fri (#1058B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Maximize your sewing time making items that transform for different looks. 
See jackets and vests with detachable sleeves, collars and cuffs, reversible 
garments that always button on the correct side plus tote bags and acces-
sories that transform for many different looks. you will love these ideas for 
travel and gifts

#1059 zippers—easy, Fast, and Fun

Linda McGehee, Ghee's
Room G
Thurs (#1060A), Sat (#1060C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

tired of being hidden & ignored, the zipper is exposed as a truly versatile 
embellishment. Let the zipper make a statement on your next project. Don’t 
use a zipper foot, because there are new and different applications. Use zip-
pers as trim, artwork, jewelry, and places that you never would have used a 
zipper. Learn at least 5 new easy ways to insert a zipper. it’s a new adventure 
with the sewing machine! By the way, have you heard of the paper zippers?

#1060 Fascination with handbags

Linda McGehee, Ghee's
Room G
Fri (#1059B), Sun (#1059D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Almost, since the beginning of time, women have used a bag, tote, or 
pocket of some sort to carry their necessities. As times have changed, there 
are new styles for the modern lady and the modern world. explore some of 
the new styles to make a bag uniquely your own. you can copy techniques 
from expensive ready-made bags and use the hardware that makes your bag 
look like it came from an expensive boutique! we have several new bag pat-
terns that are creative, fun, and fast—two are designed by Jan and Bonne!

#1061 rayon knits and beyond

Lyla Messinger, LJ Designs
Room E
Thurs (#1061A), Sat (#1061C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm
Fri (#1061B), Sun (#1061D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

enjoy the qualities and comfort of rayon knits with simple and fast updated 
techniques. Discover Lyla’s unique decorative details which utilize the ver-
satile characteristics of today’s knit fabrics. innovative ideas, along with 
step-by-step instructions will inspire you to sew with all sorts of knits, from 
edgings to shirring, decorative trim to easy hemming stable seams and 
more.

#1062 sewing For the new generation

Megan Miles, Little Londyn (Pacific Fabrics)
Room E
Thurs (#1062A), Sat (#1062C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Fri (#1062B), Sun (#1062D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Are you a new Mom or grandmom who wants to create something special 
for your little ones? Megan will share her passion for sewing with her Little 
Londyn pattern collection for babies and children. you’ll learn tips and tricks 
on how to get started, choose fabrics, make small, simple projects, love 
what you create and manage your time while balancing family life with 
sewing. whether you’re new to sewing or just getting back to it, Megan’s 
enthusiasm and a great handout will give you confidence to feel comfort-
able and successful as a creative sewer!
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#1063 classic white shirt & beyond

Sandy Miller, Cutting Corner Inc.
Room J
Thurs (#1063A), Sat (#1063C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

every woman needs a classic white shirt in her wardrobe. A sewer can put 
considerable effort into creating one. Learning new sewing techniques, 
perfecting fit and choosing just the right fabric. why stop there? if the pat-
tern fits and you understand the sewing techniques, why not repeat the 
success? Sandra will provide examples from one pattern that range from 
the classic white shirt to casual shirts, evening garments, and dresses. She’ll 
also demonstrate how to make needed changes to the pattern, what fabrics 
work for various looks, and which sewing techniques can make a difference 
in the quality of the finished garment.

#1064 wonderFul weekend wardrobes

Sandy Miller, Cutting Corner Inc.
Room J
Fri (#1064B), Sun (#1064D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

we all need something to wear on the weekends, something more present-
able than the rumpled tee from last year’s vacation and the faded blue jeans. 
we may be mature women, businesswomen on on vacation, or suburban 
moms watching soccer games, but what we have in common is the need 
for something easy, appropriate, and budget-friendly to wear. Sandra will 
show sample wardrobes that can work for many women, and she’ll provide 
guidelines for color, design, fabric, and accessory decisions so you can cre-
ate your own www.

#1065 expressive sweatshirts

Mary Mulari, Mary's Productions
Room H
Thurs (#1065A), Sat (#1065C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

the "Sweatshirt goddess" Mary Mulari is back with a new collection of 
improvements for plain sweatshirts. watch as she shares her latest ideas for 
sweatshirt beautification and fit adjustments. cut off the bottom ribbing and 
turn it into collars, plackets, and appliqués. turn "jelly roll" fabrics, denim 
on the bias and serged fabric strips into ingenious trims on cardigans and 
vests. Don't miss seeing, live and on stage, the guest (Mary) and sweatshirts 
featured on a recent series of "Sewing with nancy".

#1066 Quick giFts with style & zip

Mary Mulari, Mary's Productions
Room H
Fri (#1066B), Sun (#1066D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Accelerate your gift making time with Mary's favorite projects for useful but 
not-homemade-looking gifts. See many non-traditional ways to work with 
zippers and eye-opening uses for your stash of household linens, closet 
clothing, and shrunken sweaters. Aprons and appliqué will be featured along 
with gift wrap inspirations. those who receive your gifts will be amazed by 
your cleverness. Just say "thank you!" and appreciate the compliments.

#1067 electralooks: a new way to sew

Tammy O'Connell, Peacock Patterns
Room C
Thurs (#1067A), Sat (#1067C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Fri (#1067B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

Add the spark of enthusiasm to your sewing by incorporating Dazzlewire 
into your embellishments of clothing and accessories. See how to use a 
special battery operated glowing wire for maximum impact.

#1068 appliQué & embroider on Fleece

Pattie Otto, Great Copy Patterns
Room H
Thurs (#1068A), Sat (#1068C), 8:30 - 9:15 am
Fri (#10168B), Sun (#1069D) 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Let Pattie show you how quick and easy it is to appliqué and embroider on 
outerwear fleece and other lofty fabrics. Simple appliqué transfer techniques 
and selecting the proper stitches will be shown. Learn how trouble-free 
machine embroidery on fleece can be with the proper hooping techniques 
and stabilizers. embossing and reversible options will also be discussed.

#1069 silk ribbon roses

Pattie Otto, Great Copy Patterns
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1069A), Sat (#1069C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1069B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

A rose is a rose is a rose and these silk ribbon roses are extremely quick and 
easy with the aid of your embroidery machine. you will learn to use your 
embroidery machine to stitch the base of these elegant designs. then with 
a few hand stitches, these beautiful silk ribbon roses come to life.  you will 
create two pins and one sachet.

Kit fee $15
Kit includes: Pre-embroidered design base, thread, needles, silk ribbon, 
sachet and instructions
Student supplies: Scissors, pin cushion, thimble and glasses for close 
work if needed

#1070 no more dart disasters

Pati Palmer, Palmer/Pletsch
Room B
Thurs (#1070A), Sat (#1070C),  9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1070B), Sun (#1070D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

why are there darts? how deep should they be? how do you avoid puck-
ered darts? Fitted or shaped garments need darts. Darts are in pants and 
skirts, blouses, dresses, evening gowns. even princess seams started as darts. 
Pati will discuss moving, adding, dividing, fitting, shaping, marking, and 
sewing pucker-free darts. Also, discover how to press using a ham. Learn 
to fit darts whether you have a small or large bust. See tested alteration 
techniques and new refined princess seam alterations not yet in Fit for real 
People. Learn dart designing techniques.
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#1071 update your closet

Carla Peery, Carla Peery Design
Room B
Fri (#1071B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

carla will show you some tricks for recycling, updating and refreshing. 
coloring with dyes and paints can save you a bundle of money. Do you 
have a small piece of wonderful fabric too small for a complete project? that 
consignment shop line or silk "find" is the wrong color? come see carla's 
trunk show of projects and leave this class with ideas to show your own 
flair for creativity with clothing, jewelry, home dec, fabric beads & boxes, 
quilting and much more. 

#1072 recipes For perFect embroidery

Malah Peterson, Sulky of America
Room H
Fri (#1072B), Sun (#1072D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

there is often more than one way to stabilize a fabric, depending upon a 
variety of variables which will be discussed. Some key elements including 
needles, hooping and stabilizer choice will be discussed.

#1073 pleaters For smocking & more!

Vaune Pierce, Vaune
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1073A), Sun (#1070), 9:30 - 10:15
Fri (#1073B), Sun (#1073D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Used in smocking, a pleater can quickly take a plain piece of fabric and cre-
ate pleats for your smocking design, but you can use this for so much more! 
you can use your pleater to make defined pleats for your garments, instead 
of gathers. you can also use a pleater to make beautiful puffing strips! come 
join Vaune and see how simple it is to use a pleater to add pizzazz to your 
sewing! you will see how to change needles, how to feed fabric through 
the pleater, and learn tips and tricks to make your pleating fun and easy!

#1074 coats made easy

Cecelia Podolak, Material Things
Room B
Thurs (#1074A), Sat (#1074C), 10:30 -11:15 am

coats are easy to sew with boiled wool fabric---it doesn’t ravel, it’s light-
weight and it lets you try different sewing techniques. Use a simplified coat 
or jacket pattern, cut long or to knee length. Add extra details to give your 
coat pizzazz—patch or side pockets, sleeve cuffs, yokes, back vents, and 
hem flare. Use serged or lapped seams with plenty of topstitching. Fusible 
interfacing and full or partial linings are options. A simple button-in liner 
can be quickly sewn for extra warmth.

#1075 the classic shirtdress reinvented

Cecelia Podolak, Material Things
Room B
Fri (#1075B), Sun (#1075D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

the shirtdress is big news in today’s fashion---all it takes is a basic shirt and 
dress pattern to get started. See how patterns are easily adapted to change 
the style: body skimming or loosely fitted; mid-calf or knee length; tailored 
or sporty safari. Designer details finish the look—in-seam or patch pockets; 
dressmaker or 2-piece shirt collar; concealed front plackets; cuffed, roll up 
sleeves, or sleeveless; side slits or curves. 

#1076 big, bold prints

Dodi Lee Poulsen, Two Sisters at Squirrel Hollow 
(Pacific Fabrics)
Room J
Thurs (#1076A), Sat (#1076C), 8:30 - 9:15 am

Do you love bold, bright prints, but find yourself stuck on how to use them 
in your quilts? it’s fun and exciting when you know the tricks! Quilt designer 
Dodi Poulsen will inspire you with her tips and tricks for using large scale 
prints as she shares a trunk show from her book, Fresh Picked, and shares 
with you what’s coming up for the sequel. Learn how to make these vibrant, 
spirit lifting prints tell your own design story.

#1077 imagine – design – create!

Dodi Lee Poulsen, Two Sisters at Squirrel Hollow (Pacific Fabrics)
Room J
Fri (#1077B), Sun (#1077D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Learn to look at color and design from a personal perspective and never be 
stumped by fabric choices again! Quilt Designer, Dodi Poulsen of two Sisters 
from Squirrel hollow, will help you learn to explore what inspires you as she 
presents examples from her books and patterns and talks about how she 
designs with electric Quilt Design Software. you’ll learn what dictates the 
colors you choose, how to make them work for you and how to create fabric 
combinations you will love. if you can imagine it, you can create it with Dodi’s 
tips and a great take home handout. 

#1078 color science

Heather Purcell, Superior Threads
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1078A), Sat (#1078C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Thurs (#1078E), Sat (#1078G), 2:30 - 3:15 pm
Fri (#1078B), Sun (#1078D), 10:30 - 11:15 am 
Fri (#1078F), Sun (#1078H), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

heather is the mastermind behind all our wonderful thread lines and colors. 
She will discuss how to choose the right thread for the right fabric. She 
covers the four general questions regarding the thread you choose to use: 
use, color, texture and attitude. She will illustrate the many effects you can 
achieve in your project by using the correct thread and color.

#1079 thread, needles and tension

Bob Purcell, Superior Threads
Room G
Thurs (#1079A), Sat (#1079C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm
Fri (#1079B), Sun (#1079D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

how important is the needle? how important is the proper tension setting? 
Much more important than most people think! For over 10 years, Bob has 
associated with some of the top quilters, embroiders, designers, and teach-
ers in our industry. in this class, he will share what he has learned from the 
pros. this class will answer questions and solve many problems we often 
experience when sewing. Learn how to use threads successfully, regardless 
of the type of sewing machine you own. 
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#1080 cross over to the 'green' side!

Sue Purdy, Sue's Solar: Printing & Silk Screens
Room G
Thurs (#1080A), Sat (#1080C), 8:30 - 9:15 am
Fri (#1080B), Sun (#1080D),1:30 - 2:15 pm

Blueprinting in 10 minutes, burn silk screens in 30 seconds - using the sun! 
Sound unbelievable? Sue will show you in this class how to turn 2 chemicals 
and water into the most beautiful blueprinted fabric, garment or paper. you 
will also see how different base colors and prints will create totally different 
results. weeds will become your friend. then, we'll move on to silk screens, 
using your scanner, transparencies and the sun. Discover where to find clip 
art, how to use original art, even scan in some of those leftover weeds. And 
lastly, Sue will show you how to use transparent Pebeo paint to sun print. 
An amazing paint that can be sprayed, turned into tie dye, and sun printed. 
no talent, no time, no heavy equipment.

#1081 Fusible interFacing & Quilting

Mattie Rhoades, Quiltsmart
Room H
Thurs (#1081A), Sat (#1081C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm
Fri (#1081B), Sun (#1081D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Many traditionally difficult quilts are much easier to make by applying 
modern methods using interfacing to traditional concepts such as double-
appliqué and paper-piecing, but with no paper to pull off, no inset piecing, 
no curved piecing, and no needle-turning! top designers and quilters are 
using these techniques…you can, too! Free fusible interfacing sample!

#1082 stylish sweatshirt Jackets

Rhonda Rohlfing, Londa's Creative Threads
Room E
Thurs (#1082A), Sat (#1082C), 8:30 - 9:15 am
Fri (#1082B), Sun (#1082D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

never again spend your time and waste your 'stash' on a great sweatshirt 
jacket, only to be disappointed in the fit! Learn Londa's fitting techniques, 
'seeing' the sweatshirt as 'fabric and matching ribbing', stabilization of 
edges, and get awesome creative embellishment and design ideas.

#1083 the Joy oF sewing

Kathy Ruddy, Live Guides Inc
Room D
Thurs (#1083A), Sat (#1083C), 2:30 - 3:15 pm
Fri (#1083B), Sun (#1083D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

this class blends Kathy's knowledge and experience with your love to get 
it done. Learn how she uses her favorite sewing tools, elastics and interfac-
ing for good results, even on the first try. Beginners and experienced pros 
will appreciate her time saving techniques, perfect to use with all of your 
creative ventures. wear a garment that nobody but you has and create for 
the Joy of Sewing!

#1084 working with sheer Fabrics

Peggy Sagers, Silhouette Patterns
Room D
Thurs (#1084A), Sat (#1084C), 8:30 - 9:15 am

Sheer fabrics are everywhere in the fashion world—skirts, blouses, pants, even 
jackets. these beautiful fabrics can work in every woman’s wardrobe. But first 
you need to know some basic rules of cutting, sewing, finishing, and how to 
handle lightweight, feathery sheers. this class will give you the confidence 
you need to add a few exciting sheer garments to your 2011 wardrobe.

#1085 listen to the tissue

Peggy Sagers, Silhouette Patterns
Room D
Fri (#1085B), Sun (#1085D), 2:30 - 3:15pm

Most of us have to make the pattern in order to learn what we do not like. 
Learn to understand the pattern tissue and see what is correct and what is 
not correct for you by simply looking at the tissue. Learn about the width 
of the shoulders, the size of the armholes, and if the circumference of the 
bust is correct for you. we will discuss how to tell if these things are what 
you want and what to do and how to fix them. A French curve will be 
used to make sure the necklines are what you want them to be. Once you 
learn to “listen to the tissue,” many mistakes will be corrected before you 
cut that cloth.

#1086 Jewelry From your stash

Robyn Spady, Spady Studio (Ah! Kimono)
Room E
Thurs (#1086A), Sat (#1086C), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Fri (#1086B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

if you love fabric and yarn – you probably have a stash. After every project, 
we have leftover materials which are too beautiful to throw away.  But what 
can you do with the small amounts?  hey – MAKe JeweLry from your stash!! 
robyn will share some of her favorite techniques to turn your fabric, yarn 
and/or thread stash into unique one-of-a-kind jewelry gifts.

#1087 cute For kids

Connie Spurlock, Sew Wonderful Dreams
Room D
Thurs (#1087A), Sat (#1087C), 12:30 - 1:15 pm
Fri (#1087B), Sun (#1087D), 12:30 - 1:15 pm

wash it, cut it, and cover it! Any sweatshirt can be a darling kid's jacket 
or vest. Options for covering include whole cloth, raw edges and finished 
edges. Plus, you'll learn great embellishing tips and how to use Superior 
threads teXtUre MAgic the fabric that shrinks.

#1088 designing the embroidered Quilt

Janice Stewart, Janice Stewart Designs
Room H
Thurs (#1088A), Sat (#1088C), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Fri (#1088B), 8:30 - 9:15 am

Let’s get those quilt tops quilted. Be inspired to use single embroidery ele-
ments or a combination to fill those blank spaces. Learn the best designs 
for placement, techniques and border helps and filler stitches.
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#1089 sewing, knitting & crocheting

Gita Sturm, Gita Maria Inc
Room L
Fri (#1089B), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

gita Sturm will demonstrate easy, fun techniques using multiple yarns and 
fabrics to add sizzle to your beginning/intermediate sewing, knitting, and 
crocheting projects. if you can use a sewing machine and know how to 
knit & purl (or crochet simple stitches), you will see how easy it is to create 
textured and colorful fabric that can be used to make or enhance gar-
ments, purses, scarves, shawls and quilt blocks. gita will demonstrate layer-
ing multiple yarns over fabric or fusible stabilizers, and combining knitting, 
crocheting, and sewing techniques to create stunning, eye-catching results.

#1090 beyond the buttonhole

Gita Sturm, Gita Maria Inc
Room L
Sun (#1090D), 9:30 - 10:15 am

gita Sturm, designer and owner of gita Maria, will demonstrate more than 
a half-dozen easy, creative alternatives to making buttonholes.  For many 
beginner and intermediate sewers, knitters and crocheters, buttonholes can 
be a stressful step. gita will demonstrate some beautiful but simple solutions 
to securely close garments and purses using two-part clasps, shawl pins, 
hidden buttons, cables & ties, folds, beads that do more than look nice, 
plus a few more "outside the box" items.

#1091 the arty t 2.0

Katherine Tilton, Marcy Tilton
Room E
Thurs (#1091A), Sat (#1091C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

re-cycled re-used, made-from-scratch, or purchased t’s are an everyday 
creative's ideal blank canvas. Let Katherine help you see the possibilities in 
the humble t with an artist's eye. Fresh from her limited production design 
studio is a goldmine of information on how to incorporate simple sewing 
and surface design techniques. Jump-start your inspirations viewing a gal-
lery of her (and friend’s) newest arty-t-shirts. you will see up-close how 
to's including: slashing, piecing, insets, innovative edges and trims, how to 
combine several t's to make one along with adding the punch of paint, foil 
and discharge. your Diy Arty t will look as if you found it in an expensive 
little boutique in new york, Paris or San Francisco.

#1092 raw…innovative Finishes

Katherine Tilton, Marcy Tilton
Room E
Fri (1092B), Sun (1092D), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

extraordinary edges and fresh seam treatments can shift a garment from the 
ordinary to the exceptional. Discover how to utilize the natural tendencies 
of different fabrics to create avant-garde detailing on jackets, vests, pants 
and tops. you'll learn how Katherine chooses fabrics, simplifies patterns 
and makes pre and post-treatment decisions while utilizing raw edges and 
inventive seam treatments. 

#1093 the arty cardi

Marcy Tilton, Marcy Tilton
Room E
Thurs (#1093A), Sat (#1093C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1093B), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

cutting edge or conservative, the cardigan is a modern wardrobe staple. 
Branching out from the ‘$200 t-Shirt" made famous in threads and her 
best-selling Vogue patterns, Marcy introduces cardigans and twinsets with 
an artful european flair. After this class you’ll have the know-how to make a 
cardigan using a purchased t or starting from scratch. Learn Marcy’s basic 
t ‘recipe’, with checklist for construction, fitting and tips on sewing knits. 
Slideshow presentation reveals up-close details of innovative techniques 
along with a catalog of design variations including the modern twinset.

#1094 Fabric + pattern = harmony

Katrina Walker, Katrina Walker (Things Japanese) 
(Quality Sewing)
Room B
Thurs (#1094A), Sat (#1094C), 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Are your fabrics and patterns a match made in heaven or a dysfunctional 
relationship? A successful sewing project requires harmony between design 
and fabric. Palmer/Pletsch certified Sewing instructor Katrina walker will 
teach you how to be an expert fabric + pattern matchmaker. Learn how 
to interpret pattern design details and descriptions and to evaluate your 
potential fabric choices for compatibility. examples of garment "Do's" and 
"Doozies" will be shown and discussed to illustrate successful (and not so 
successful) fabric + pattern combinations.

#1095 beyond the bed

Mech Watne, PerfectBorders.com
Room J
Thurs (#1095A), Sat (#1095C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Fri (#1095B), Sun (#1095D),8:30 - 9:15 am

whether you are making garments, tote bags, or projects for home dec—
many of the items we make (or buy) could be so much MOre with added 
touches of quilting. But you need to know what to look for and where to 
start. Mech will show you what the important elements are in a pattern 
or piece that might lend itself to adding quilting. we will discuss various 
marking techniques and how you can determine the best choices for 
your project.

#1096 beautiFul binding & beyond

Cheryl Weiderspahn, 
Homestead Specialties Pattern
Room C
Thurs (#1096A), Sat (#1096C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

relieve your binding phobias with cheryl's professional techniques and tips. 
Learn how to cut, fold and apply any width binding to look perfect on both 
sides! Learn to master inside and outside curves and mitered corners of any 
angle. Finally learn how to join those two ends to finish the project. Once 
you have these basics mastered, experiment with celtic designs and stained 
glass appliqué, button tabs and loops, knotted, woven, ruched and braided 
decorative surface embellishments, waist ties, belt loops, and purse straps 
using the same techniques.
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#1097 zipper-phobia therapy session

Cheryl Weiderspahn, Homestead Specialties Pattern
Room C
Fri (#1097B), Sun (#1097D), 10:30 - 11:15 am

Oh, relax!  this is not about your grandmother’s complicated lapped appli-
cation! if you can sew a straight line, you will love all of cheryl’s creative 
zipper tricks, tips, and time-savers. Learn ways to easily insert a zipper 
that does not require basting the seam closed first. Make secret zippered 
compartments; close your totes and purses with zippers and make seams 
that unzip into kick pleats. customize otherwise boring zippers by dyeing, 
embroidering, or stacking. Use them as piping, trim, ruffles and appliqué. 
even coax them to grow into dimensional roses, leaves and stems! your 
zipper-phobias are cured!

#1098 hand spinning For the novice

Morgaine Wilder, Caroline Homespun
Theater, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs (#1098A), 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Fri (#1098B), Sat (#1098C), 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Spindle spinning is a great introduction to spinning for the novice. it is an 
easy and portable way to make your own yarns for knitting, weaving and 
embellishing. Learn what makes up a good spindle, the proper way to hold 
a spindle and the techniques to spin for success. you will learn to make a 
single and a plied yarn in class by using the tools provided while in class. 
enjoy the thrill of creation! 

#1099 are you a pointless person?

Kaye Wood, Kaye Wood Inc
Room L
Thurs (#1099A), Sat (#1099C), 4:30 - 5:15 pm

Once you learn Kaye's simple techniques for making quilts without points 
– you will be a better quilter. Lots of intricate quilt projects can be created 
without matching those pesky points. Although these quilts look difficult – 
this technique is so simple – it’s perfect for the true beginner.  Or, maybe 
you’ve made a dozen quilts but you hate matching points. thiS cLASS iS 
FOr yOU.

#1100 match your points For better Quilts

Kaye Wood, Kaye Wood Inc
Room L
Fri (#1100B), Sun (#1100D), 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

Become a better quilt maker by learning Kaye's techniques for matching 
points. you will learn anchoring points, 60° matches, diamond matching, 
perfect y-seams, needle matching, fingerpinning, interlocking seams, and 
crease marking. Matching points can be the single most frustrating detail 
of quilt making – and when nothing else will work – Kay has developed her 
last-ditch "desperation matching techniques".

#1101 totes, bags, Jewelry & more!

Nancy Zieman, Nancy Zieman Productions
Room L
Thurs (#1101A), 1:30 - 2:15 pm
Fri (#1101B), 9:30 - 10:15 am
Sat (#1101C), 10:30-11:15

whether you have yards of flowing chiffon, an itty-bitty scrap of cotton, or 
anything else in between, make an accessory! nancy will share her favorite 
sew-chic accents that can be made in an evening of time. get the inside 
scoop on adding inner shaping and fashion to totes and bags, using your 
serger to create flair with scarves, and creating fabric beads that look almost 
glass-like! come prepared to expand your style!

register online at
www.sewexpo.com
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time thurs Fri sat sun

8:30 – 10:00 am
#2001 the 2-hour Shirt 

or Blouse
Marta Alto

#2012 40 tips to 
improve ALL of your 

Sewing Skills
Pati Palmer

#2011 A Bag of tricks
Linda McGehee

#2005 Designer Finishes
Ron Collins

#2016
Ricky Tims

10:30 am  – 12:00 pm
#2014 easy Accurate 
embroidery Placement

Lisa Shaw

#2013 restyling Pants 
Patterns
Rosebud

#2008 Sewing with the 
Stars Meets clean Sweep

Debra Justice

#2002 Quilt as Desired
Cheryl Barnes

12:30 – 2:00 pm
#2015 Free Motion 

Quilting
Janice Stewart

Step by Step nuno 
Felting

Barbara Crawford

#2010 thrift Store 
Junkies Unite

Linda MacPhee

#2003 An introduction 
to Draping
Jan Bones

2:30 – 4:00 pm
#2004 Quilting inside 

the Lines
Pam Clarke

#2009 the Mystical 
Magic of Screen and 

Machines
Cindy Losekamp

#2007 embroidered 
Decoupage

Simon Haskins
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#2001 the 2-hour shirt or blouse

Marta Alto, Palmer/Pletsch
Room F
Thurs (#2001A), 8:30 - 10:00 am

Marta can sew a shirt in 2 hours and so can you! you will watch and learn 
as Marta sews, trims and presses. this is the perfect class for beginners and 
experienced sewers because a shirt is the perfect learning project. Learn 
short cuts without sacrificing quality sewing. After all, we want to sew the 
$100 shirt! the detailed Palmer/Pletsch handout will explain the eXAct 
order of things – which is the key to speedy success.

#2002 Quilt as desired

Cheryl Barnes, Golden Threads
Room F
Sun (#2002D), 10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Many quilters have a “stash” of completed tops – but they’re not quilted. 
why? Because when we get to the end of most piecing patterns the instruc-
tions tell us the next step is to “Quilt as Desired.” haveyou ever wondered, 
“what does that mean?” then sign up for this seminar nOw! cheryl will 
take the mystery out of “Quilt as Desired” by dividing the entire quilting 
process into small steps that are simple and easy to accomplish.

#2003 an introduction to draping

Jan Bones, Lingerie Secrets Patterns
Room F
Sun (#2003D), 12:30 - 2:00 pm

Draping is the art of creating clothing on a body or a dress form, no pattern 
required. A basic draped design for the upper body will teach you about 
neckline shape, shoulder slope, dart placement and side seam location while 
the draped design for the lower body will teach you about waist, hip and 
dart shape. Jan will demonstrate draping on a real person. She will also have 
photos of different body shapes in draped projects to show the flexibility 
and value of draping. you will receive great hand out sheets complete with 
Jan’s clear step-by-step directions and diagrams. Once you learn draping 
basics, the sky is the limit.

#2004 Quilting inside the lines

Pam Clarke, Designs With Lines/Log Cabin Dry Good
Room F
Thurs (#2004A), 2:30 - 4:00 pm

whether you are a confident beginner or an advanced machine quilter using 
a mid-arm machine, a longarm or your home machine -- you will find this 
class packed full of valuable information about machine quilting. Pam will 
share her proven methods of creating outstanding continuous designs. this 
workshop will begin with sketching in a workbook. Follow along as she 
draws three designs using an overhead projector and discover the effective 
and convenient approach to unlimited designs using basic lines as a refer-
ence guide. then sit back and watch as Pam stitches these designs using 
the longarm machine.

#2005 designer Finishes

Ron Collins, Power Sewing
Room F
Sun (#2005D), 8:30 - 10:00 am

you have seen ron as a co-host with Sandra Betzina on the Power Sewing 
web tV show. now you can see him live in action in front of the sewing 
machine. ron will sew 12 creative samples in this information-packed ses-
sion. you will learn 10 different designer seam finishes, including hong 
Kong, Bound, Flat Fell and Striped. Part of ron’s handout will be the step-
by-step process to finish off underlined pants with a Double French Seam.  
ron will share his Faux Flat Fell seams, reinforced seams and an unbelievable 
dart and pleat using one thread on your sewing machine.

#2006 step by step nuno Felting

Barbara Crawford, Crawford Designs
Room F
Fri (#2006B), 12:30 -2:00 pm

By manipulating a minimum amount of wool fiber through a fine base weave 
you can create a felted fabric with characteristics quite different from tradi-
tional felt.  with wool as the adhesive -- nuno felt is lightweight with drape 
and flexibility. this technique is also known as laminated felting.  you will learn 
the nuno felting process step-by-step, and you’ll be able to create beautiful 
lightweight garments and accessories. your handout will be Barbara’s “nuno 
Felting Pattern” ($10 value) – with color photo and complete instructions for 
this process – including suggestions and tips to insure you success.

        1 hour and
30 minutes

$20.00
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#2007 embroidered decoupage

Simon Haskins, Jenny Haskins Products/RNK Distributing
Room F
Sat (#2007C), 2:30 - 4:00 pm

take the fear factor out machine embroidery once and for all 
with Jenny’s embroidered Decoupage technique. 1. embroider a design. 2. 
cut it out. 3. Stitch it down. At the end of this class you will have the exper-
tise, knowledge and the confidence to attempt any embroidery project even 
a quilt knowing your embroidery will always be perfect! you will leave with a 
Free embroidery project cD and a kit complete with a stitched out design.

#2008 sewing stars meets clean sweep

Debra Justice, Labours of Love
Room F
Sat (#2008), 10:30 - 12:00 pm

Learn to design your sewing space to be more efficient and 
organized. See where the "Puyallup Sewing Stars" sew and how they handle 
their creative clutter. Debra has prepared a detailed handout which explains 
the MOSt iMPOrtAnt MeASUreMentS you need to know in order to 
customize your own sewing space. you will be able to sew longer with 
the right machine, counter and chair heights based on your Own BODy 
MeASUreMentS. See lots of neat storage and organizing ideas so you can 
get more sewing donew in the time you have. 

#2009 the magic oF screens & machines

Cindy Losekamp, Sew Artfully Yours
Room F
Friday (#2009B), 2:30 - 4:00 pm

Screen-printing is an ancient art form that is all the rage again. Learn to 
make your own screens! cindy will show you what screens are, how to use 
them and how to create your own using clipart, your kids drawings…just 
about anything. within fifteen minutes…you can have a garment ready to 
wear or give! what’s that?? now you can! After you learn about the screens, 
you’ll see how to add more beauty with your machine. the handout will 
include step-by-step directions for the ancient art of screen printing, as well 
as cindy’s top ten embellishments.

#2010 thriFt store Junkies unite

Linda MacPhee, MacPhee Workshop
Room F
Sat (#2010C), 12:30 - 2:00 pm

if you love to make something from nothing....welcome to the club! in the 
class handout, you’ll receive step-by-step directions for Linda’s famous coat 
made from plastic bags (a very functional rain coat). you’ll learn how to 
create a “one of a kind” jacket using jeans legs as sleeves and jean pockets 
as jacket pockets And with a bit more “stuff” you will have a winner. Old 
sweaters can become great new hoodies, hats, purses and more. her new 
t-shirt dress is a huge hit! Bring your own favorite recycled item and if time 
permits. we’ll show and share it!! tOO MUch FUn!!

#2011 a bag oF tricks

Linda McGehee, Ghee's
Room F
Sat (#2011C), 8:30 - 10:00 am

it’s the fine tuning on a project that makes the difference between home-
made and couture. easier, faster, and more accurate results can be accom-
plished with the proper tools, feet, and skills. every sewing machine has 
feet to make the task easier for corded piping, zippers, and decorative 
threadwork. Unleash the possibilities to make every project a masterpiece 
of fabric manipulation and construction detail. there will be door prizes of 
the projects that Linda stitches in class.

#2012 40 tips to improve your sewing

Pati Palmer, Palmer/Pletsch
Room F
Fri (#2012B), 8:30 - 10:00 am

if you missed Pati's sold-out 20-tips and 20 Moretips in the past few years, this 
is a jam packed combo of both seminars. She will cover what you need to know 
to make all of your sewing better. Pati will also share with you what she learned 
while sewing her spring wardrobe out of her latest designs for Mccall's—tiPS 
that will save you time and frustration. And, of course, as Mccall's Fit eXPert, 
she will include a fit overview and the latest on princess bust fit.

#2013 restyling pants patterns

Rosebud, Fashion Patterns by Coni
Room F
Fri (#2013B), 10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Styles change year to year, Sew learn the basic steps to restyle your favor-
ite pant pattern. rosebud will show techniques from connie crawford’s 
Patternmaking Made easy book to add or remove leg fullness, leg detailing, 
vents, slits, or cuffs; and where to shorten or lengthen. Discover how a yoke 
retains the fit for gaping waistlines; raise or lower a waistline; add shaped, 
elastic or fitted waistband, even a faced waistline. Use your pants’ sloper to 
create jeans, workout pants or any of the latest styles, as well as skirts.

#2014 embroidery placement

Lisa Shaw, Buzz Tools Inc
Room F
Thurs (#2014A), 10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Don't have digitizing software? in this class, you’ll learn various alignment 
designs to use either at the machine or in your customizing software. the 
secret is to spend time in the planning process so you can let the machine 
do the work. incorporate accurate placement right into your embroidery 
design without knowing a thing about digitizing! the "handout" in this class 
is a cD with a complete copy of the presentation (you can walk through the 
class again at home in your Pajamas!)  BOnUS items include color photo 
demonstrations, Free designs, samples, and videos.

#2015 Free motion Quilting

Janice Stewart, Janice Stewart Designs
Room F
Thurs (#2015A), 12:30 -2:00 pm

Are you tired of stippling? want something different? this is for you. in 
this class, you will learn how simple designs and shapes like paisleys, swirls, 
feathers, grids or etch-a-sketch can bring life to your quilting projects. the 
class handout will have detailed information about selecting the right type 
of needles, threads, stabilizers, stitch length and speed. you’ll get a step-
by-step of Janice’s favorite free motion shapes and when you go home.

#2016 convergence & rhapsody Quilts

Ricky Tims
Expo Runway
Sun (#2016D), 8:30 - 10:00 am

exciting quilting explodes when ricky combines two of his popular methods 
in this presentation. harmonic convergence will teach you to create magi-
cal, mysterious and fun art quilts that open up creativity in an instant. then 
take an even bigger leap forward as ricky teaches you how to design and 
create your own rhapsody Quilt similar to his multi-award winning quilts. 
ricky will show you how to design your original medallion block, demon-
strate some of the techniques that have made his quilts so memorable, and 
give you the knowledge and confidence to create your own.
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baby lock classroom – clover hall

time thurs Fri sat

8 – 10:30 am
#3015 getting to Know the Serger & 

Loving it!
Candice Jewitt

#3029 Quilt Block Adventure
Stachowicz & Zellers

#3016 going Beyond the Basics with 
your coverstitch
Candice Jewett

11 am – 1:30 pm
#3015 getting to Know the Serger & 

Loving it!
Candice Jewitt

#3030 Scrumptious gathered clutch
Stachowicz & Zellers

#3016 going Beyond the Basics with 
your coverstitch
Candice Jewett

2:30 – 5 pm
#3015 getting to Know the Serger & 

Loving it!
Candice Jewitt

#3029 Quilt Block Adventure
Stachowicz & Zellers

#3016 going Beyond the Basics with 
your coverstitch
Candice Jewett
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bernina classroom – clover hall

time thurs Fri sat

8 – 10:30 am #3033 “cOOL-lage” Quilt
Lnda Wenturine

#3011 can A table runner Be a 
Pillow?

Judy Hahner

#3034 “Q-tique Bag”
Linda Wenturine

11 am – 1:30 pm #3033 “cOOL-lage” Quilt
Linda Wenturine

#3011 can A table runner Be a 
Pillow?

 Judy Hahner

#3034 “Q-tique Bag”
Linda Wenturine

2:30 – 5 pm #3033 “cOOL-lage” Quilt
Linda Wenturine

 #3011 can A table runner Be a 
Pillow?

Judy Hahne

#3034 “Q-tique Bag”
Linda Wenturine

pFaFF classroom – clover hall

time thurs Fri sat

8 – 10:30 am #3018 galaxy of Stars
Shar Jorgenson tBA #3018 galaxy of Stars

Shar Jorgenson

11 am – 1:30 pm #3002 the Knit nightie
Jan Bones

#3032 Successful Sewing with Silk
Katrina Walker

#3032 Successful Sewing with Silk
Katrina Walker

2:30 – 5 pm
#3022 Make your Own Zipper/

ribbon tote
Mary Mulari

#3007 hoop La Bags
Kathie Dziurda

#3022 Make your Own Zipper/ribbon 
tote

Mary Mulari

brother classroom – clover hall

time thurs Fri sat

8 – 10:30 am
#3005 introduction to Madeira 

Appliqué
Kandi Christian

#3035 Dragonfly on georgette
Dini Yan

#3027 Multiple-hooped Appliqué 
table runner
Lisa Shaw

11 am – 1:30 pm #3035 Dragonfly on georgette
Dini Yan

#3027 Multiple-hooped Appliqué 
table runner
Lisa Shaw

#3001 Overcome your Fear of Free 
Motion

Cheryl Barnes

2:30 – 5 pm
#3001 Overcome your Fear of Free 

Motion
Cheryl Barnes

#3005 introduction to Madeira 
Appliqué

Kandi Christian

#3035 Dragonfly on georgette
Dini Yan
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Janome classroom – show plex

time thurs Fri sat

8 – 10:30 am
#3008 the ruffled ruched Satin 

Pillow
Alba Fekete

#3003 Adventures in Paradise
Maddie Bushman

#3008 the ruffled ruched Satin 
Pillow

Alba Fekete

11 am – 1:30 pm #3020 round & round we go
Carol McKinney

#3012 Quick As A wink Placemats & 
napkins

Maggie Hayes

#3020 round & round we go
Carol McKinney

2:30 – 5 pm
#3012 Quick As A wink Placemats & 

napkins
Maggie Hayes

#3004 ribbon & Lace Purse
Maddie Bushman

#3012 Quick As A wink Placemats 
& napkins

Maggie Hayes

three needle seminars 

restaurant building, room 1

time thurs Fri sat sun

8 – 10:30 am
#3010 the Pleated ribbon 

Flower
Helen Gibb

#3009 h*A*n*D* is not 
necessarily a Four Letter 

word
Jane Garrison

#3023 Leather & Bead 
Multi wrap Bracelet

Mary Libby Neiman

#3031 Beginning hand 
embroidery

Janice Stewart

11 am – 1:30 pm #3026 Sashiko Furoshki
Becky Scellato

#3028 Jewelry for Fiber & 
Fabric enthusiasts

 Robyn Spady

#3010 the Pleated ribbon 
Flower

Helen Gibb

#3017 haute Zipper 
necklace

Susan Jones

2:30 – 5 pm
#3028 Jewelry-making: 

Fiber & Fabric
Robyn Spady

#3026 Sashiko Furoshki
Becky Scellato

#3017 haute Zipper 
necklace

Susan Jones

restaurant building, room 2

time thurs Fri sat sun

8 – 10:30 am
#3006 Design a collage 

Art Quilt
June Colburn

#3025 Silk Beading Again!
Carla Peery

#3109 Knitting Squared
Roberta Lowes

#3024 Zippity Do Dah
Tammy O’Connell

11 am – 1:30 pm #3019 Knitting Squared
Roberta Lowes

#3014 Making the 
gathered rose
Mary Jo Hiney

#3013 Mom & Me: Sewing 
for Dolls 

Joan Hinds

#3014 Making the 
gathered rose
Mary Jo Hiney

2:30 – 5 pm
#3013 Mom & Me: Sewing 

for Dolls 
Joan Hinds

#3021 Fleece Friends & 
More: complete Felting for 

young crafters
Kathy Monaghan

#3021 Fleece Friends & 
More: complete Felting for 

young crafters
Kathy Monaghan
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announcing: the building formerly known as “expo hall” has officially been renamed, “clover 
hall.” Clover Notions USA is the official sponsor of our hands-on sewing machine classes. here’s the thrilling part—Clover is 
providing a standard sewing supply kit for every student taking a hands-on sewing machine class! the clover 
Kits will include: scissors, pins, seam ripper, yellow chalk pencil, seam gauge, ruler, measuring tape, sewing needles, and rotary 
cutter and mat cutting stations. when you see the clover Logo, you know you don’t have to bring your own standard notions! 
Of course, the clover Kits will stay in Clover Hall throughout the show. (we will be making a special announcement about 
what happens to all those fabulous clover Kits...)
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#3001 Fear oF Free motion?

Cheryl Barnes
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3001A), 2:30 – 5:00 pm
Sat (#3001C), 11:00 am – 1:30 pm

Don’t be afraid—get bitten by the free-motion bug while learning how to 
use cheryl’s skill building practice steps outlined in her award winning book, 
Quilting Dot to Dot. grow in confidence and learn how to “practice with 
a purpose”. we will begin with learning how to stitch some basic shapes 
then progress to stitching quilting designs including blocks, borders and 
edge-to-edge!

Kit fee: $6
Kit includes: handouts, 2 yards -golden threads Quilting Paper, 
Quilting Designs
Student supplies: basic quilting supplies, thread/bobbins, quilt-
ing gloves if used.

#3002 lingerie secrets: the knit nightie

Jan Bones, Lingerie Secrets Patterns
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3002A), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Sew a nightie in this class and gain experience in sewing knit fabrics, elastic 
and lace. you will learn techniques for successfully sewing seams, elastics, 
straps, beautiful mitered lace necklines, hem edges & many other great tricks. 
the techniques completed in this class will also create wonderful nighties for 
bridal showers, camisoles for day and eveningwear. Jan will display a wide 
range of beautiful fabrics in many finished camisoles & nighties for your 
inspiration. each student will work on a pre-cut nightie from Jan’s Lingerie 
Secrets pattern “camisole & nightie for Knit Fabric”. you may select any size 
from the pattern which includes all sizes from S- bust 34’’ to XL4- bust 54’’. 
Students are asked to give their bust & hip measurements to Jan via e-mail 
at jbones3@shaw.ca or via phone at 204-453-2462 by January 31, 2011.

Kit fee: $35
Kit includes: camisole & nightie for Knits’ pattern (sizes S to 
XL4), beautiful precut cotton knit nightie, lace, elastic.
Student supplies: good quality polyester thread in beige and 
white, small scissors, pincushion, ball point needle for the sewing 
machine (size 70-10), note book.

#3003 adventures in paradise

Maddie Bushman, Janome
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Fri (#3003B), 8:00 - 10:30 am

this project features an introduction to thread painting and embellishing 
to create an “Art Quilt” wall hanging. Using gold metallic thread to outline 
with a free motion satin stitch, the flowers and butterflies appear to be three 
dimensional. in addition, embellishing with buttons and other notions takes 
this panel to a whole new level. Once you try this technique and experience 
how easy and fun it is you will become an expert in no time.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: 1 panel, batting, stabilizer
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3004 ribbon & lace purse

Maddie Bushman, Janome
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Fri (#3004B), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Using assorted ribbons, flat lace, hemming tape, and any desired flat trims 
make this delightful vintage looking shoulder bag. Join the trims together 
with a host of decorative stitches. this is a fun and quick project that results 
in a delicate purse suitable for any occasion. have tons of fun with just rib-
bons and lace!

Kit fee: $12
Kit includes: all fabrics, lace, trim, and thread
Student supplies: 18" ruler, glue stick.

#3005 double scallop & reverse madeira

Kandi L. Christian, Sew Timeless
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3005A), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Fri (3005B), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Madeira appliqué is a very special hand-sewing technique that has been 
around for hundreds of years. Learn how to do this age-old technique 
quickly and easily on your sewing machine. you’ll be able to successfully 
create reverse Madeira appliqués and scalloped hems while making an irish 
linen towel. techniques are even easier in the embroidery hoop!

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: 100 percent linen fabric in two colors (color 
choice on a first come first serve basis), wash-away basting 
thread, templates, stabilizers and needles.
Student supplies: white sewing thread.

#3006 design a collage art Quilt

June Colburn, June Colburn Designs II Inc
Restaurant Bldg 2
Thurs (#3006A), 8:00 - 10:30 am

Master the art of layering fabrics to create a stunning 18” x 22” art quilt, 
so beautiful you’ll want to frame it! Learn how to choose suitable prints 
and batiks, “fussy” cut and layer them to develop a background before 
adding a dramatic focus motif, such as the parrots in the photo. explore 
asymmetric design, use of color and accent fabrics. June’s trunk show of 
small art quilts, wearable art, and home décor samples will inspire you to 
look at your “stash” in a totally new way! Fun for all skill levels! 

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: 18"x22" muslin foundation; 8-10 fabrics for collage 
(approx. 1 yd.). Kit fabrics will differ from photo example.
Student supplies: small, sharp scissors, lots of pins, glue stick 
or fabric glue.

 three needle seminars 

three needle seminars
2 hours and 30 minutes, $25.00

No Sewing 
Machine 
Class

Sewing 
Machine 
Class
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#3007 hoop la bags

Kathie Dziurda, Ghee's
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3007B), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Made entirely on the embroidery machine, these little cuties are fun and 
practical. with a little embroidery and some folded fabric you can make a 
bag good for those small purse essentials that get lost in the “black hole”. 
it will even have a zipper and a pocket.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: fabric, stabilizer, thread, zipper, and instructions
Student supplies:  clear tape or masking tape.

#3008 the ruFFled ruched satin pillow

Alba Fekete, Janome
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Thurs (#3008A), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Sat (#3008C), 8:00 - 10:30 am

this satin and organza pillow will make a stylish addition to any room. 
impress all of your friends with your sewing skills showing off lots of ruffles, 
pleats and ruching. this class will demystify the ruffler attachment and give 
many hints in using this tool effectively and easily. Be inspired by the many 
samples of other creative ways to incorporate ruffled, pleated and ruched 
applications to garments, quilts and home décor!

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: All fabrics—a gold heavy-weight satin and gold 
organza for the insert. the pillow will cover an 18" pillow form 
that is nOt included.
Student supplies:  gold sewing thread.

#3009 h*a*n*d is not a Four letter word!

Jane Garrison, YLI Corporation
Restaurant Bldg 1
Fri (#3009B), 8:00 - 10:30 am

hand embroidery combined with a wide variety of fibers can take embel-
lishment to a new dimension. Several basic stitches will be taught and then 
expanded upon by experimenting with a variety of threads, ribbons and 
yarns to completely change the look of the stitch. this class will be taught as 
a sampler notebook. each stitch will be demonstrated then you will be free 
to experiment with various fibers. Depending on class experience 4-5 basic 
stitches will be demonstrated along with a PowerPoint Presentation of ideas. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: all fabric, needles, fibers and an extensive handout
Student supplies: 6" clamp embroidery hoop with screw (no 
spring), fine Pigma or other permanent ink pen and a 1" empty 
3-ring binder, small sharp embroidery scissors.

#3010 the pleated ribbon Flower

Helen Gibb, Helen Gibb Ribbonwork
Restaurant Bldg 2
Thurs (#3010A), 8:00 - 10:30 am / Sat (#3010C), 
11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Learn to make stunning pleated ribbon flowers including a rose, and a 
pansy. you'll use pre-pleated French ribbon, and helen's famous ribbon 
flower techniques. At the end of class you'll have something ready to wear! 
Don't miss this chance to learn from the ribbon master. 

Kit fee $30
Kit includes: Pre-pleated ribbons, wire edge ribbons, needle, 
thread, crinoline, and detailed how-to instructions.
Student supplies: scissors, ruler or tape measure.

#3011 can a table runner be a pillow?

Judy Hahner, Bernina of America
Bernina Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3011B), 8:00 - 10:30 am / Fri (#3011F), 
11:00 am - 1:30 pm / Fri (#3011K), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Absolutely. Let's transform a purchased table runner into a personalized 
home dec pillow with ribbon and stitches and button back closing - oh my! 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: linen table runner, stabilizer, variety of threads, 
buttons, ribbon embellishments, project handout.
Student supplies: 7" x 24" ruler.

#3012 Quick placemats & napkins

Maggie Hayes, The Pine Needle
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Thurs (#3012A), 2:30 - 5:00 pm
Fri (#3012B), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3012C), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Maggie will teach you techniques & precision as she quides you through 
the construction process of making four pieced placemats and four unique 
napkins. A wide selection of coordinated kits will be provided for you to 
select from. 

Kit fee: $29
Kit includes: Pattern, material and supplies to create four place-
mats & napkins.
Student supplies: provided by clover.
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#3013 mom and me: sewing For dolls

Joan Hinds, Fancywork & Fashion
Restaurant Bldg 2
Thurs (#3013A), 2:30 - 5:00 pm
Sat (#3013C), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

experience the fun of creating fashions for 18” dolls as you help your child 
learn the basics of sewing. the hand-sewn doll garments include a felt 
jumper, cotton skirt, and foam flip flops. the kit contains a pre-made t-shirt 
to wear with the clothing. Sewing techniques learned will be cutting fabric 
from a pattern, seams, elastic insertion, and pressing. your child can cus-
tomize her outfits with several embellishment techniques, such as appliqué, 
rickrack, button flowers, etc. this class is designed for children age 8 and up, 
and must be accompanied by an adult throughout the session.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: pre-made doll t-shirt, felt for jumper, cotton print 
for skirt, elastic, rickrack, felt for appliqués, buttons, needles glue, 
thread, embroidery floss, safety pins, variety of dress and shoe 
trims, craft foam & elastic for shoes
Student supplies: ruler, seam gauge, straight pins, pen, fabric 
glue stick.

#3014 making the gathered rose

Mary Jo Hiney, Mary Jo Hiney Designs
Restaurant Bldg 2
Fri (#3014B), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sun (#3014D), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Using silk fabrics, learn Mary Jo’s technique of creating variegated bias from 
multiple pieces of fabric, then how the fabric is formed into a very dramatic 
and larger-scale rose. you will learn the basic fabric leaf technique, and 
will see demonstrations of other “ribbonwork” applications using the same 
bias-fabric sewing approach. Four different sized roses and leaves can be 
made, as desired.

Kit fee: $16
Kit includes: gathered rose pattern, five pieces of silk candy 
fabric, piece of wool felt.
Student supplies: fabric scissors, gridlined ruler, rotary cut-
ter, cutting surface, selection of neutral sewing threads, milliners 
needle or other favorite hand-sewing needle, beeswax or similar 
product, straight pins, pencil, small iron, ironing surface, spray 
bottle for water.

#3015 get to know the serger

Candice Jewett
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3016A), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Thurs (#3016E), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Thurs (#3016J), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Join us for an easy, information filled class. take the mystery out of basic 
serging plus experience fast and easy serger gathering, corded piping, per-
fect rolled edges, decorative edges for table runners, receiving blankets and 
much more! By class end, you will have a stitch reference binder full of stitch 
samples and instructions to refer to when recreating these stitches at home.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: All supplies need for class.
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3016 beyond the basics coverstitch

Candice Jewett
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Sat (#3015C), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Sat (#3015G), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3015M), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

this class is for those who have or want to have a serger with 5 thread stitch, 
chain stitch and coverstitches. All wonderful stitches with a definite purpose 
in the ready-to-wear industry but you may be asking, “what else can i do 
with these stitches?” in this class, you will learn where, why and how to 
use each of these and more. you will ‘serge’ creative and inspiring versions 
of the ready to wear stitches using decorative threads and accessory feet.  
everyone will take home a finished notebook filled with stitch samples that 
will inspire you for years to come.

Kit fee $20
Kit includes: all supplies needed for class.
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3017 haute zipper necklace

Susan I. Jones, Ghee's
Restaurant Bldg 1
Sat (#3017C), 2:30 - 5:00 pm
Sun (#3017D), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Featured by designers in their current ready-to-wear, accessories and jew-
elry, the utilitarian zipper is this season’s darling. Fashion a stunning necklace 
with zippers. this fun and easy class doesn’t require any special sewing skills 
yet you will complete a fabulous accessory for your wardrobe in one session. 

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: zippers, sewing thread & needle, clasp, embel-
lishments, felt backing, instructions and other materials for use 
in class.
Student supplies: small scissors.

#3018 galaxy oF stars

Sharlene Jorgenson, Quilting From The Heartland
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3018A), 8 :00 – 10:30 am
Sat (#3018C), 8:00 – 10:30 am

See unlimited possibilities and variations of this pattern. this block is rarely 
seen because the piecing appears difficult. however, Shar has created an easy 
technique to get perfect points where y-Seams are needed to add corner units. 
this star is different because it sits on point in the center of the block and only 
two shapes are needed to create this versatile pattern. 

Kit fee: $25
Kit includes: Materials for four-6" blocks, backing, batting, 
binding and 16 page full color book
Student supplies: stiletto (optional), 100% grey cotton thread.
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#3019 knitting sQuared

Roberta Lowes, Fibers Etc.
Restaurant Bldg 2
Thurs (#3019A), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3019C), 8:00 - 10:30 am

Learn to knit a square that will become the building block for a multitude 
of projects for hats, scarves, bags slippers and garments. you will learn 
how to knit a square, rectangular and hexagon modules that will be the 
building blocks for your design. Must be able to knit and purl. this is not 
a beginner’s class.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: 1 skein variegated wool yarn plus three colors of 
co-coordinating yarn
Student supplies: pencil, ruler, paper, double point knitting 
needles size 5 or 6, big eye needle, scissors.

#3020 round & round we go

Carol McKinney, Janome
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Thurs (#3020A), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3020C), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

this project will take your skills to the next level. you are going to create 
a delicate lace doily and learn just what you can do with those decorative 
stitches built into the machine. we will be making perfect circles that are 
unbelievably easy using the circular sewing attachment.

Kit fee: $5
Kit includes: one 12" sq of Sulky Ultra Solvy, one 12" sq of tulle, 
two pre-wound bobbins a color that matches the embroidery 
thread
Student supplies: water soluble marker.

#3021 Felting For young craFters

Kathy Monaghan, Pendleton Woolen Mill Store
Restaurant Bldg 2
Fri (#3021B), Sat (#3021C), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

wet and dry felting projects for the young crafters. Learn all the basics of 
making felt from carded wool. we will make three complete projects. One 
using only wool fiber, soap and water (wet felting), one with needle felted 
appliqué, and an animal sculpture. Once you know the basics you can let 
your imagination run wild. great for ages 10+. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: multi-needle felting tool, Pendleton carded wool, 
needle felting base, wool fabrics, wire armature, and instruction 
sheets
Student supplies: small hand towel for wet felting.

#3022 make your own zipper/ribbon tote

Mary Mulari, Mary's Productions
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3022A), 2:30 - 5:00 pm
Sat (#3022C), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

you've seen this magical bag zipped and unzipped, and featured on "Sewing 
with nancy." now you can make your own with help from Mary Mulari, 
the project's inventor and engineer. you'll turn 5 yards of grosgrain ribbon 
and 5 continuous yards of zipper into one medium size tote. you'll lose your 
fear of zipper sewing as you have fun sewing this terrific gift. Learn Mary's 
tricks as you complete this non-traditional tote-possibly the most unusual 
sewing project you've ever made!

Kit fee: $24
Kit includes: 1-5.5 yd roll of zipper, 5 yds of grosgrain ribbon, 
Ultrasuede scraps, button, ponytail elastic, totes to go pattern 
(retail value $35)
Student supplies: standard sewing thread in black, red, lime 
green & turquoise. 

#3023 leather and bead bracelet

Mary Libby Neiman, On the Surface
Restaurant Bldg 1
Sat (#3023C), 8:00 - 10:30 am

working on a “clipboard loom” with two needles, Perle cotton thread, 
beads, leather cord and a button, students will learn how to make this 
popular multi wrap bracelet. Using a technique similar to macramé, it is 
possible to complete this elegant bracelet in class.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: beads, leather cord, perle cotton thread, a button, 
two special beading needles and bees wax
Student supplies: Scissors, clipboard, magnification if needed.

#3024 zippity-do-dah

Tammy O'Connell, Peacock Patterns
Restaurant Bldg 2
Sun (#3024D), 8:00 - 10:30 am

tammy is queen of accents, accessories and artistry. Learn tammy’s unique 
techniques of hand-crafted zipper manipulation to create your original 
recycled zipper flowers. they are great to adorn purses, shoes, hats and 
more. you’ll be delighted at the results and be skipping to zippity-do-dah 
with your new creations! 

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: booklet, pin backs, cording supplies
Student supplies: glue gun, glue sticks, extension cord, zippers 
to recycle preferably with metal teeth.

#3025 silk beading again!

Carla Peery, Carla Peery Design
Restaurant Bldg 2
Fri (#3025B), 8:00 - 10:30 am

carla's back with more silk beading ideas for your creative talents to enjoy. 
you will learn simple and easy techniques for turning silk scraps, beads and 
ribbons into amazing jewelry, quilting embellishments, gifts and more. Bring 
your silk scraps if you wish, although your kit includes everything you need 
for class. it's time to play! 

Kit fee: $12
Kit includes: silk scraps, glue, fabric paints, tools, ribbon scraps
Student supplies: apron & magnification, silk scraps.
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#3026 sashiko Furoshiki

Becky Scellato, Shibori Dragon
Restaurant Bldg 1
Thurs (#3026A), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Fri (#3026B), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Students will learn how to make a traditional furoshiki (Japanese wrapping 
cloth) using sashiko stitching techniques. Different types of Sashiko stitches 
will be taught as well as how to transfer a design to fabric using templates 
and stencils. A trunk show of historical Sashiko garments and quilts will be 
presented during class. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: fabric, sashiko thread, needles, design templates 
and transfer paper
Student supplies: scissors for cutting thread, needle threader 
(optional) and ball point pen.

#3027 multi-hooped table runner

Lisa Shaw, Buzz Tools Inc
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3027B), 11:00 am – 1:30 pm
Sat (#3027C), 8:00 – 11:00 am

we'll be stitching a multiple hooped appliqué design onto a hemstitched 
linen table runner. the oversized appliqué designs will be embroidered by 
the machine with perfect alignment that is built into the design. while 
the machine is stitching, i will demonstrate how you can add this type of 
alignment into your own embroidery designs using some simple software 
techniques.

Kit fee: $25
Kit includes: Linen table runner, precut appliqués, stabilizer, cD 
containing: embroidery designs, presentation in PDF format with 
videos and software screen captures in step by step instructions, 
PDF templates for printing, assembly instructions for stitching 
project with color photographs, professional embroidery designs 
from designers that use the Buzz tools software programs, cou-
pons and alignment tools.
Student supplies: temporary marking pen, thread snips, and 
your favorite machine embroidery supplies (whatever you like to 
have at your embroidery machine), notepad & pen for jotting 
notes that make sense to you! 

#3028 Jewelry-making Fiber and Fabric

Robyn Spady, Ah! Kimono (Spady Studios)
Restaurant Bldg 1
Thursday (#3028A), 2:30 – 5:00 pm
Fri (#3029F), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

has the prospect of making your own jewelry intrigued, yet intimidated 
you? Are you interested in designing and creating jewelry that compliments 
your outfits? Participate in a hands-on learning experience on the basics for 
making jewelry and experience how simple it is to transform fiber and fabric 
into jewelry. By learning a handful of techniques, seminar participants will 
leave with jewelry suitable for wearing or selling.

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: jewelry findings and other materials for a pair of 
earring or pendant, use of equipment and a spiral bound handout
Student supplies: tools provided for use in class.

#3029 Quilt block adventure

Kathy Stachowicz & Susan Zellars, Baby Lock
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3029A), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Fri (#3029F), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

Be ready to take an adventure creating quilt blocks on the serger. yes that is 
right, the serger. Start with a simple pieced block to get your feet wet, then 
progress to more complicated blocks, including blocks with curves! Learn 
how to decode a quilt block to determine how, and if, it is possible on the 
serger; what stitch to use - a three thread, four thread or chain stitch. you 
will see just how easy it is to create quilt blocks using the serger. 

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: all materials needed for class
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3030 scrumptious gathered clutch

Kathy Stachowicz & Susan Zellars, Baby Lock
Baby Lock Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3030B), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Add this fabulous clutch to your collection of accessories. Learn how to 
gather fabric, attach decorative ribbon, how decorative threads can be used 
to create a decorative edge and embellishment worthy of any designer’s 
couture collection. 

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: all materials needed for class
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3031 beginning hand embroidery

Janice Stewart, Janice Stewart Designs
Restaurant Bldg 1
Sun (#3031D), 8:00 - 10:30 am

Learn the foundational hand embroidery stitches - back stitch, stem stitch, 
chain, lazy daisy, button hole and French knot while making a cute pouch 
for your cell phone.

Kit fee: $5
Kit includes: linen fabric, needle and cording
Student supplies: 4" or 5" embroidery hoop, fabric marker or 
pencil, embroidery floss in fun colors.

#3032 successFul sewing with silk

Katrina Walker, Katrina Walker (Things Japanese) 
(Quality Sewing)
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Fri (#3032B), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3032C), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm

Silk is the most beautiful of natural fibers – sensuously soft, shimmering and 
so comfortable to wear. it can also be very simple to cut and sew, using 
stabilizers and specialty seams. Learn how to sew beautiful French seams 
and narrow hems on chiffon, flat-fell seams on doupioni, hong Kong seam 
finishes and more as you build a sample notebook. Appropriate pattern 
selection and use for fabrics and silk fabric vocabulary will also be discussed.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: Silk fabrics, machine needles, threads, stabilizers, 
organza press cloth and tagboard pressing/cut templates, notebook 
and instructional notebook pages with spaces for attaching samples.
Student supplies: sharp shears, double-stick tape. 
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#3033 ”cool-lage” Quilt

Linda Wenturine, Bernina of America
Bernina Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3034A), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Thurs (#3034E), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Thurs (#3034J), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

More than just quilting, this “cOOL” class will take your creativity to a new 
level.  you will create a wall-hanging collage that incorporates assorted free-
motion techniques including quilting, thread painting and embellishment 
plus a quick and easy way to finish your quilt. Discover the freedom of this 
“no rules” quilting technique…well there is one rule – having fun! 

Kit fee: $30
Kit includes: pattern, fabrics, notions and thread
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3034 ”Q-tiQue bag”

Linda Wenturine, Bernina of America
Bernina Classroom, Clover Hall
Sat (#3033C), 8:00 - 10:30 am
Sat (#3033G), 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Sat (#3033M), 2:30 - 5:00 pm

the Q-tique Bag is filled will all types of quilting techniques which include 
straight-line, echo and machine embroidery. As you complete each tech-
nique, the beauty of this bag is revealed. with a little effort create a bag 
with Big fashion and style. 

Kit fee: $30
Kit includes: pattern, fabrics, notions, and thread
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#3035 dragonFly on georgette

Dini Yan, Momo-Dini Embroidery Art
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Thurs (#3035A), 11:00 am – 1:30 pm
Fri (#3035B), 8:00 – 10:30 am
Sat (#3035C), 2:30 – 5:00 pm

elusive, delicate, wispy … dragonflies and the georgette they’re embroi-
dered upon are each known for these beautiful but challenging character-
istics. Discover how to create nearly reversible embroideries on sheer fabrics 
and leave class with a glorious, feminine scarf to wear in a multitude of ways. 
Learn to hoop sheer, drapey and delicate fabrics, and leave with confidence 
to embroider on them at home.

Kit fee: $39
Kit includes: embroidery designs, georgette scarf, threads, 
stabilizer
Student supplies: provided by clover.

thursday

viking sapphire Quilting model 875
Donated by Quality Sewing & husqvarna  Viking 

Value: $2,999

the symphony sewing machine
Donated by Baby Lock & 

the Puget Sound Baby Lock retailers
Value: $3,499

Friday

brother model 1500d sewing, Quilting & 
embroidery machine

Donated by Quality Sewing & 
Brother international

Value: $4,499

evolution serger
Donated by Baby Lock & 

the Puget Sound Baby Lock retailers
Value: $3,499

saturday          

bernina 3 series 380 sewing machine
Donated by Bernina of America

Value: $2,199

sunday

ellisimo sewing & embroidery machine
Donated by Baby Lock & Puget Sound Baby Lock 

Dealers
Value:  $8,999

Quilt expression 4.0
Donated by Quality Sewing & Pfaff USA

Value: $2,999
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wed, march 2, 2011
clover hall

time baby lock bernina pFaFF brother paulhamus 
room 1

paulhamus 
room 2

8 am 
– noon

#4011 
Sensational 

Scarves
Marsha 

McClintock

#4007 welcome 
Friends collage 

Banner
Judy Hahner

#4012 Quick 
Surprises

Linda McGehee

#4019 Free 
Motion table 

runner
Janice Stewart

#4002 create a 
Quilting Plan for 
your Quilt tops
Cheryl Barnes

#4010 twinkling 
tinkerbell needle 
Felted Silk Scarf

Cindy Losekamp

1 – 5 
pm

#4017 Mix it Up 
Serger Quilt

Kathy 
Stachowicz & 
Susan Zellers

#4007 welcome 
Friends collage 

Banner
Judy Hahner

#4001 recycle 
your Jean Jacket 

& Make it A 
Designer Jacket

Denise 
Applegate-Schober

#4020 chiffon 
embroidery 

Magic
Katrina Walker

#4004 Fitting & 
Designing Knits

Connie Crawford

#4003 your Own 
work Of Art

Barbara 
Crawford

wed, march 2, 2011
best western park plaza hotel

time augustine room carlton room covington room georgian room

8 am – noon #4006 Sewing Zen
Jane Garrison #5002 Basics for the 

Beginning Seamstress
Lorraine Henry

#5001 the Dress Form
Jan Bones

#4016 Beyond Splitting 
an embroidery Design

Lisa Shaw

1 – 5 pm #4015 yoga Pant Fitting
Peggy Sagers

#4014 Perfect Fit Pant
Rosebud

sun, march 6, 2011
clover hall

time baby lock bernina brother pFaFF Janome

8 am – noon

#4018 Serger 
Accessories – the 
Basics & Beyond

Kathy Stachowicz 
& Susan Zellers

#4008 Perfect 
Petite Pouch
Judy Hahner

#4005 Million 
Dollar techniques 

(the Perfect Pillow) 
(tentative)

Pam Damour

#4009 Floating 
Diamond Blouse
Simon Haskins

#4013 cut it Out
Carol McKinney

#4001 recycle your Jean Jacket 

Denise Applegate-Schober
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4001), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Using a denim jacket from your closet or one that you pick up from the local 
resale shop to create a one-of-a kind jacket. Learn how to free motion with 
ease and design your jacket to reflect your style and taste. we will be using 
the Free Motion Assistant, a variety of threads and beautiful quilter’s cotton. 
Don't miss this fun and exciting class for beginners or advanced quilters. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: fabric, batting, needles for machine and threads
Student supplies: jean jacket.

#4002 how should i Quilt this Quilt?

Cheryl Barnes, Golden Threads
Paulhamus 1
Wed (#4002), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Bring a completed quilt top to class and follow cheryl’s formula for analyz-
ing quilt tops using her checklist of easy to answer questions. next browse 
through a “stash” of quilting designs and learn tips for getting the most 
out of your designs. After selecting several to audition - begin creating your 
quilting plan. Show and tell is a part of learning in this wonderfully fun and 
creative workshop! 

Kit fee: $6
Kit includes: handouts, 2 yds. golden threads Quilting paper, 
quilting designs.
Student supplies: 2 finished quilt top (twin or smaller due to 
space constraints), washable markers, pencil, ruler, straight pins.

        Four needle seminars 4 hours $50.00
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#4003 make a nuno Felted scarF

Barbara Crawford, Crawford Designs
Paulhamus 2
Wed (#4003), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

the word nuno is Japanese for “fabric”. Japanese nuno felting combines 
shear fiber and wool to make lightweight garments such as jackets, scarves, 
and other items by shrinking them together with moisture and agitation. 
Laminating wool and silks together sounds like a mismatch but it unfolds 
into lovely texturized fabric that can be embellished with beads, buttons, 
embroidery, needle felting and more. in this Very MeSSy hands-on work-
shop, you will learn to combine silks and wool with no sewing – just loads 
of sudsy fun. your finished scarf will truly be a work of art.  you’ll be able to 
embellish with beads and/or bling – to create dimension and texture. in this 
four hour session – yOU wiLL cOMPLete yOUr One-OF-A-KinD ScArF. 
(and – there will be dancing…)

Kit fee: $45
Kit includes: plain and hand dyed silk chiffon scarves, wool 
roving, sari silk threads, banana fibers, silk dupioni strips, bubble 
wrap, spray bottles, nylon voile, yarn , curly mohair, beads, but-
tons, rhinestones, Angelina fibers, plastic wraps, noodles, soap
Student supplies: regular sewing notions, pins for placement 
ideas, scissors, old towel, and if you have something special you 
would like to add for embellishments bring them with you . wear 
OLDer cLOthing

#4004 Fitting & designing knits

Connie Crawford, Fashion Patterns by Coni
Paulhamus 1
Wed (#4004), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Learn the fitting techniques for knit-t-tops and knit dresses. Drawing on her 
35 years in the Los Angeles fashion industry, connie will teach you the fitting 
techniques for knits. Learn all the tricks in achieving correctly fitting arm-
holes, sleeves, necklines and shoulders. Using her newest knit pattern from 
her Butterick pattern line, B5212, she will illustrate the various looks you can 
create with some simple design changes. cOMe PrePAreD: each participant 
must come with a sew knit t-top made from Butterick 5212, View B, and 
sample for fitting. Sew the front, back and left sleeve of view B, semi-fitted 
top. it is not necessary to sew the bias binding in the neckline. Bring the other 
unsewn sleeve with you for more fitting sleeve details. 

Kit fee: $0
Student supplies: each participant must come with a sew knit 
t-top made from Butterick 5212, View B, sample for fitting. Sew 
the front, back and left sleeve of view B, semi-fitted top. it is 
not necessary to sew the bias binding in the neckline. Bring the 
other unsewn sleeve with you for more fitting sleeve details and 
straight pins.

#4005 million dollar techniQues

Pam Damour, The Decorating Diva
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Sun (#4005), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

custom drapery workrooms make the bulk of their income with specialty 
techniques. here’s your chance to learn them for yourself, while assembling 
them into a beautiful pillow. Shirred welting, ruching, mitering and zippers 
are just some of the fabulous techniques you’ll learn. Do as many or as few 
as you want, so you can finish your project in class.

Kit fee: $25
Kit includes: three coordinated home dec fabric, cording and 
zipper to complete your project
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#4006 sewing zen

Jane Garrison, YLI Corporation
Augustine Room, Best Western
Wed (#4006), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

in order to achieve the confidence of using a wide variety of threads it is nec-
essary to understand the mechanics of how each of the elements in sewing 
affects each other. Join Jane garrison as you learn a bit of sewing machine 
mechanics, how a stitch is formed and how this relates to the needle, thread 
and tension. we will practice stitching with different threads in the needle 
and bobbin in order to learn how to bring a balance to our quilting. work 
toward total freedom of expression free of thread issues! this is nOt a 'how 
to machine quilt' class. if you have never tried free-motion quilting, please 
get some help and practice prior to class. Bring yOUr Own MAchine!

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: 1 spool each Machine Quilting Soft touch, Fine 
Metallic, wonder Monofilament, Fusions and Jean Stitch
Student supplies: Sewing machine, foot pedal, electric cord, 
owner’s manual, free motion quilting foot, size 75/11 & 90/14 
quilting needles, size 90/14 embroidery needles, size 100/16 top-
stitch needles, 2-3 empty bobbins, 4 fabric sandwiches at least 
14" square for practice, ideally light fabric on one side and dark 
fabric on the other for maximum thread contrast. no large prints.

#4007 welcome Friends collage banner

Judy Hahner, Bernina of America
Bernina Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4008X), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Wed (#4008Z), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

creating a collage is all about the playing-adding a little of this and that. 
this fun banner will give you permission to play with fun and exciting 
techniques (free motion stitching, decorative stitches, embroidery, machine 
appliqué) and innovative sewing & embroidery tools to create a project 
that just lets you PLAy!

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: fabrics, batting, stabilizer, variety of threads, but-
ton embellishment, and handout
Student supplies: Quilting gloves, 7"x24" ruler.
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#4008 perFect petite pouch

Judy Hahner, Bernina of America
Bernina Classroom, Clover Hall
Sun (#4008), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Making this pretty little bag will be a perfect opportunity to incorporate 
decorative stitches and embellishments, personalize with embroidery letter-
ing, and a quick and easy zipper application while constructing this fun little 
pouch. this is a great beginner project to learn basic sewing and a great 
review for the more experienced sewer. warning: this little pouch could be 
contagious and addicting!

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: fabrics, batting, stabilizer, threads, zipper, trim, 
project handout
Student supplies: Quilting gloves, 7" x 24" ruler.

#4009 Floating diamonds blouse

Simon Haskins, Jenny Haskins Products/
RNK Distributing
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Sun (#4009), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Bring along a plain white blouse and transform it using Jenny haskins beautiful 
Floating Diamonds technique. in this class you will learn how to create free 
standing lace, Jenny’s embroidered decoupage technique and much more.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: All fabrics, stabilizers, use of threads in the class, 
hot fix crystals, use of rhinestone setter, use of heat cutting tool, 
class notes.
Student supplies: A plain white blouse.

#4010 needle Felted silk scarF

Cindy Losekamp, Sew Artfully Yours
Paulhamus 2
Wed (#4010), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

you’ll be amazed at the beauty of this scarf. Starting with a hand dyed silk 
scarf, you’ll add the beautiful fibers called tinkerbell fluff while needle felting 
your troubles away. in this mass of curly mohair, angora, silk and Angelina, 
you will find a sea of color unmatched by anything you've ever seen. Simply 
and quickly your scarf will be felted into a masterpiece you won’t have the 
heart to give away. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: you will receive a hand dyed silk scarf along with a 
packet of tinkerbell accoutrements which includes curly mohair, 
angora, silk fiber and Angelina
Student supplies: if you have them, please bring your needle 
felting supplies, for example brush or piece of foam, a multi-nee-
dle felting tool or your felting machine. if you don’t have the tools, 
we will have them available for purchase at class with cash, check 
or credit card for your convenience at a nice discount.

#4011 sensational scarves

Marsha McClintock, SAF-T-POCKETS Patterns
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4011), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Always fashionable, scarves are the most versatile accessory a woman can 
own. you will make 2 great scarves that are quick, don’t need to be tied 
and make great gifts. in addition, you will make a Vest-S-cape, an elegant 
wrap that can be worn as a vest or cape. All are made on the rolled hem of 
the serger. Marsha will show you all the tricks.

Kit fee: $16 
Kit includes: SAF-t-Pockets Sew Accessorized pattern, fold over 
elastic samples, 1/4" elastic.
Student supplies: tie scarf needs 7/8 yd. of 45" or 3/8 yd 60" 
chiffon or silky print. cowl scarf & scrunche needs 2/3 yd of 45" 
or 60" chiffon or silky print. Vest-s-cape needs 58-60" silky mesh 
knit or light weight wool that looks the same on both sides and 
3 spools of matching thread for each project. 

#4012 Quick surprises

Linda McGehee, Ghee's
Pfaff Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4012), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Are you looking for a project that uses fat quarters or leftover fabric? would 
you like to use those samplers from longarm or quilting classes? great for 
beginners or the seasoned stitcher, this bag makes a great quick project and/
or gift. the easy to make bag uses a new zipper application that includes 
features on the machine to make the task easier. Learn quick miters and 
accurate finishing touches. the second project is almost like a one-seam 
pair of pants, but you’ll never wear it! Both projects can be enhanced with 
embroidery, appliqué, decorative stitching… Acquire immediate satisfaction 
and walk out of the classroom with 2 finished projects and the knowledge 
to make more.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: Serged fabric for 1st project, binding, zipper, fab-
ric for second project, elastic 
Student supplies: light and dark all purpose thread. 

#4013 cut-it-out

Carol McKinney, Janome
Janome Classroom, Showplex
Sun (#4013), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

embellish a ready to wear shirt by creating a custom lace panel using built-in 
decorative stitches. this lace panel will be sewed to the shirt and the fabric 
cut away from the back.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: 4 – 11” x 14” Aqua Solv / 1/3 yd - Light blue 
tulle / rA Poly thread - #5510 royal / Pre-wound bobbin - Black 
Denim shirt 
Student supplies: water soluble marker, ruler, seam sealant 
such as Fray check. 
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#4014 perFect pant Fit 

Rosebud, Fashion Patterns by Coni
Georgian Room, Best Western
Wed (#4014), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Are you ready to learn an amazingly simple draft used in the industry that 
result in correctly fitting pants? Using an individual from the class, rosebud 
will demonstrate the industry’s method for drafting pants to your body mea-
surements. you will learn the keys to couture fit, how various waist slopes, 
crotch depths, and formulas control the pant fit. this pattern draft covers 
even the difficult to fit bodies including the mature and plus size figures as 
well as the average figure. rosebud will also cover how to use the pants draft 
to create jeans, remove or add pleats, tucks and leg fullness; yokes, elastic 
or waistbands, as well as skirts with you using ј scale patterns for practice. 
Sample pants will be available to try on. 

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: Fashion your Own Pants the Simple way book, 3 
yards Alpha numeric paper
Student supplies: curved ruler, 2"x18" c-thru ruler B-85, mea-
suring tape, felt tip markers, straight pins, scotch tape, soft lead 
pencils, paper scissors.

#4015 yoga pant Fitting

Peggy Sagers, Silhouette Patterns
Augustine Room, Best Western
Wed, 1:00 - 5:00 pm

Participants will use Silhouette Pattern #3400, the yoga pant. All sizes of the 
yoga pant will have been premade by Peggy Sagers and each participant 
will proceed to try on the sample pants in their size. each participant will 
then have her pant customized to her shape. Draping is the fit method 
being used. the individual changes will then be transferred to their tissue 
pattern. She will be ready to sew the pants once she gets home and also 
will have a template for all other pant patterns. 

Kit fee: 14
Kit includes: One Pattern-yoga pant pattern
Student supplies: Sharp scissors, seam ripper, pins, and basic 
sewing supplies.

#4016 splitting an embroidery design

Lisa Shaw, Buzz Tools Inc
Georgian Room, Best Western
Wed (#4016), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

this is a software technique class that will show you how to split a large 
embroidery design into smaller sections and create a completely new design 
that we will use to create a mitre-able border (like in a picture frame with 
diagonal corners). this class combines the mechanics of using editing soft-
ware to split the design, but then your creativity is unleashed in creating the 
coordinating design by combining existing designs element. Learn how to 
get the most out of your computer software so that it becomes a creative 
tool. For consistency, we will be using Buzzedit and BuzzSize software in 
the class. you may take the techniques home to use on your own software. 
yeS, you can use the demo versions of both programs and if you can use a 
mouse on a windows based laptop - you can take this class! everyone that 
signs up and sends me an email before class will get a surprise so please 
drop me note to say you've signed up and what machine/format you have 
Lisa@sew-bubbles.com.

Kit fee: $15
Kit includes: cD containing the following: embroidery designs 
purchased, presentation in PDF format with videos and software 
screen captures in step by step instructions, graphic template for 
mitered border, assembly instructions for stitching project with 
color photographs, professional embroidery designs from design-
ers that use the Buzz tools software programs, coupons and align-
ment tools.
Student supplies: windows based laptop with cD drive and 
external mouse and mouse pad. if you are using a friend’s laptop, 
make sure you have all the parts before you get to class. Brownie 
points to everyone that has the most current version (demo ver-
sion A-OK!!) of Buzzedit and BuzzSize installed before class day! 
notepad & pen for jotting notes that make sense to you!

#4017 mix it up serger Quilt

Kathy Stachowicz & Susan Zellars, Baby Lock
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4017), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

this quilt pattern starts with a simple square that is cut in half. the half’s 
are sewn back together to create a square, using different fabric patterns of 
course. the squares are then sewn together to create rows, that are then 
sewn together to create a quilt. But there is one minor twist; this quilt is 
not pieced on a sewing machine, but on a serger. yes, a serger! From the 
piecing to the decorative edge created using the exclusive wave stitch by 
Baby Lock, see how easy and fun creating a quilt from piecing to finish can 
be on the serger.

Kit fee: $25
Kit includes: fabric for quilt/lap throw top, backing and batting
Student supplies: provided by clover.

Four needle seminars
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#4018 serger accessories

Kathy Stachowicz & Susan Zellars, Baby Lock
Babylock Classroom, Clover Hall
Sun (#4018D), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

they make it look so simple in the books you read, the sewing programs you 
watch, and the presentations you attend. But what are the how to’s, why’s 
and what for’s when it comes to serger accessories? in this techniques class, 
you will learn how to create the perfect flatlock using the blind hem, see 
how easy it is to attach beads, create a corded edge, attach sequins, insert a 
zipper and more using basic serger accessories. now for the beyond-did you 
know that you can create belt loops on the serger with a little help from a 
specialized accessory? Shirred belt loops, pintucks or corded pintucks are all 
within your reach. this and more is possible using specialized accessories or 
attachments. Discover just how easy and fun your serger accessories can be.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: 
Student supplies: provided by clover.

#4019 Free motion table runner

Janice Stewart, Janice Stewart Designs
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4019), 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

you cAn quilt on your home sewing machine. Master the free-motion 
techniques and start using all the fun free motion stitches you have always 
wanted to try. Janice will walk you through proper hooping, stitch width 
and length selections and teach you how to synchronize your machine and 
hoop speed to perfect your stitching techniques. you will create a table 
runner with feather stitching in the center surrounded by free-hand filler 
designs that look complex but are easy to master.

Kit fee: $10
Kit includes: fabric, batting, pattern
Student supplies: white or cream 50 wt. cotton thread, safety 
pins. 

#4020 chiFFon embroidery magic

Katrina Walker, Katrina Walker (Things Japanese) 
(Quality Sewing)
Brother Classroom, Clover Hall
Wed (#4020), 1:00 - 5:00 pm

embroidering on limp, drapey chiffon inspires sheer terror in many sewing 
enthusiasts. Join silk sewing expert Katrina walker for a fear-free exploration 
of this beautiful fabric. Learn how to choose suitable designs and to use a 
combination of special stabilizers to make chiffon embroidery so simple it 
will seem truly magical. Using silk variegated thread and a pre-stabilized 
and hemmed chiffon scarf, you will create a delicate and airy embroidered 
masterpiece that you will be proud to wear or give as a gift.

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: Pretreated scarf, silk thread, stabilizers, use of 
embroidery design
Student supplies: provided by clover. 

#5001 the dress Form

Jan Bones, Lingerie Secrets Patterns
Covington Room, Best Western
Wed (#5001), 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

re-create your body in paper! this workshop is simply the best investment 
you can make for yourself. you will learn a fun, easy & inexpensive way to 
make your own Dress Form. we will divide the class into groups of three & 
everyone will complete all steps needed to make your most valuable sew-
ing & designing tool. Join this workshop & see how Dress Form success is 
within your reach. Participants will need to wear a good bra & panties (or 
the undergarments you most commonly wear) when their form is being 
made in class. For modesty, wear a full slip or camisole & a half slip if 
you wish. check www.sewinglingerie.com for photos & student comments 
about this class.

Kit fee: $35
Kit includes: dress form instruction book and three rolls of paper
Student supplies: stapler, hair dryer, heavy duty extension cord, 
tape measure, paper scissors, warm socks (to wear!)

#5002 basics For the beginner sewer

Lorraine Henry, LH Enterprises/Two Easy Tape Co.
Carlton Room, Best Western
Wed (#5002), 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Bring Your Own Sewing Machine

want to learn to sew? BRING YOUR OWN SEWING MACHINE. this work-
shop will cover all the steps in what you need to know before you sew! in the 
morning you will learn about some of the basic fabrics. Learn about grainline 
and why this is so important in laying out a pattern. Basic tools will be dis-
cussed. Learn how to read a pattern: what the markings mean, why they are 
important and how to cut out the pattern. in the afternoon session we will 
cut out and sew a stylish Baker’s apron. you will learn sewing techniques for 
working with curved seams as well as straight. Learn all (well, mostly all) the 
steps that will take you forward in your sewing successes! P.S. Learn how to 
thread your machine and wind a bobbin before you come to class!

Kit fee: $20
Kit includes: all materials to complete the project
Student supplies: sewing machine, foot pedal, electric cord, 
owner’s manual, thread, several bobbins, basic sewing supplies 
& notions.
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style shows                              Free events thurs/Fri/sat on the expo runway

wearable Fashion with sandra & marcy

Sandra Betzina, Power Sewing, & 
Marcy Tilton, Marcy Tilton
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion 
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 9:30 - 10:15

Popular Vogue designers Marcy tilton and Sandra Betzina 
showcase original garments from their Vogue patterns, 
including current designs from their own wardrobes and from 
pieces developed especially for this show. Sandra and Marcy 
provide a lively commentary including fabric know-how and 
detail tips which make their designs pop off the runway.

ipca style show: revive - reuse - inspire

Dana Bontrager, 
Independent Pattern Company Alliance 
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs/Fri/Sat 10:30 -11:15 am

when times get tough, the tough get sewing. the talented designers of the 
independent Pattern company Alliance bring you an all new style show. 
they tasked themselves to create with the current trends of today, using 
resources in inventive ways. First, they'll re-make, re-style, re-purpose and 
reViVe an existing garment into fabulous fashion. next, they reUSe some 
of their own stockpile and create a design from "what's on hand". Finally, 
they inSPire featuring fashions using fabrics and findings from the most 
exciting manufacturers available!

a dozen oF our best patterns 

Peggy Sagers, Silhouette Patterns
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 11:30 am - 12:15 pm

Peggy Sagers is bringing a Fashion show based on the top twelve Silhouette 
patterns. with cup sizing incorporated into each pattern—he pattern work 
is done for you. Factory methods of construction allow you to spend your 
time sewing rather than fixing the patterns. every pattern is designed so 
you can sew quick and easy—and the fit is terrific. come see a complete 
wardrobe showing off all the great ways to use Silhouette Patterns -- simple, 
quick and easy.

the challenge oF two Friends

Linda McGehee, Ghee's
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs/Fri, 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Jan and Bonne are back to model more challenges for 2011! Since 1995 
they have challenged each other to use products that they purchased at 
the show and techniques they learned in expo classes. they will include a 
few of their garments from the past to show their growth in technique and 
change of style. But it’s the new challenges they’re excited about! Joanne 
ross challenged them to make something in fabrics they don't normally 
use – like silk?? rita Farro sent a wild knit for the nyc/Mood challenge. 
you'll see screen close-ups of their favorite techniques.

 the “best oF the best” Fashion show

Ryliss Bod, Bates Technical College
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Sat, 12:30 - 1:15 pm

custom-fitted, well constructed garments are the focus of the Fashion 
construction and Design program. the garments in this fashion show have 
been juried by a panel of judges comprised of Advisory Board members, 
administrators and instructors from Bates technical college. the show will 
feature commercial patterns and original designs made by students taking 
sewing and pattern making classes for personal enrichment or preparation 
for a career. elvis will be returning to entertain you in her custom fitted 
costume. yes, elvis loves to sew too!

mccall's, vogue, butterick 2011 Fashions

Pati Palmer, Palmer/Pletsch
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Mccall's, Vogue, Butterick 2011 Fashions with Palmer/Pletsch. See new 
designs from the "Big 3" pattern companies for spring/summer 2011. Pati 
Palmer will add fitting, sewing, and interfacing tips. Marta Alto is the "real 
person" model you can identify with. She will show her fashion choices 
made to fit her baby boomer figure as well as why she chose her fabrics to 
flatter. See designer fashions from Palmer/Pletsch and more.

ship shapes - the linda & louise show

Linda Lee, The Sewing Workshop, & 
Louise Cutting, Cutting Corners, Inc.
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion 
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 2:30 - 3:15 pm 

2 companies + 2 friends = 40 fabulous fashion ensembles for 
everyday living. Linda Lee and Louise cutting are ready to 
inspire you once again presenting their two competing (but 
friendly) pattern lines plus totally new looks from their shared 
pattern line, Shapes. with the use of simple rectangles and 

other geometric shapes, they will show you how easy it is to look and feel 
great through super easy sewing and fit, using the best fabrics. each has 
their own designs sensibility, but it's amazing how these three lines blend 
and work together and in this high-style runway show.

simplicity with 
inspired by proJect runway ™

Deborah Kreiling, Simplicity Pattern Co Inc
Expo Runway, 2nd Floor Pavilion
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 3:30 - 4:15 pm

cynthia rowley is sizzling hot, and we are pleased to show her fashion 
forward looks for the coming season. Our newest addition, Lisette, comes 
to Simplicity offering a fresh take on sportswear trends for women on the 
go. Simplicity presents their latest collections, including the very popular 
inspired by Project runway™. we’ll unveil the winning design from our 
inspired by Project runway Design™ contest. Amazing Fit and threads 
collections round out the show. the Simplicity Style show has it all for you!
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the Fabric whisperer

Lyla Messinger, L.J. Designs
Thurs/Sat, 8:30 - 9:15 am

the best design comes from letting the fabric’s unique char-
acteristics “talk to you.” Join Lyla as she shows you ways to create inspir-
ing designs by choosing patterns and embellishments that will compliment 
the fabric. Learn when to add subtle changes, a boutique touch or hemline 
change. you will leave the seminar with fresh eyes and ears to see what your 
fabric is whispering!

wearable art that's really wearable

Bobbi Bullard, Bullard Design
Fri/Sun, 8:30 - 9:15 am 

Bobbi will introduce you to easy,  yet sophisticated embel-
lishment ideas. See new ways of using your embroidery designs, stamping, 
stenciling, and other embellishment techniques to customize your clothes 
and to fit your fashion style. Learn the pros and cons of design placement 
and to use the right combination and amount of fabric and embellish-
ments. Be inspired by a display of dazzling clothes that will inspire you to 
embroider and embellish!

right pattern! right Fabric! right Fit!

Kathy Ruddy, Live Guides Inc
Thurs / Sat, 9:30 - 10:15 am, Fri, 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Learn how to pick patterns and fabrics that make fitting and 
sewing easier, tricks to help the fabric move over the uneven 

parts of your body and camouflage figure irregularities. watch Kathy ruddy, 
as she models her wardrobe and shows you clothes that make you look 
good and feel good. Learn about techniques and tools to make your creative 
process fun and successful!

a hand-woven Fashion show

Roberta Lowes, Fibers Etc.
Thurs/Fri/Sat/Sun, 10:30 am - 11:15 pm

not all cloth is created equal! Some fabrics are designed and woven by 
hand weavers who then create unique one of a kind, high fashion gar-
ments. the Seattle weaver's guild, celebrating its 75th anniversary, is 
pleased to present its first ever Sew expo Fashion Show. Join us for inspira-
tion and learn how hand woven fabrics can add another dimension to your 
sewing world. we will share garments that incorporate hand weaving, 
hand dyeing, fine embellishments and sewing techniques for the ultimate 
in handmade apparel.

the wicked denim vest

Luveta Nickels, The Junk Jeans People
Thurs/Fri/Sat/Sun, 11:30 - 12:15 am

Luveta's new wicked Denim Vest is ripped to perfection. She 
will show how easy it is to achieve grainline in old jeans. your seams will be 
raveled with nO effort or finished with decorative trim. no linings or facings 
just hi-Fashion with recycled Jeans. come see regular fabric if old jeans are 
not your taste. Don't want to wait to sew an outfit? Luveta has gone wild 
with grommets on t-Shirts and Bags to match!

macphee workshop Fashion show

Linda MacPhee, MacPhee Workshop
Thurs/Fri/Sun, 12:30 - 1:15 pm

the best way to get inspired is to see real clothes on real 
bodies – come join Linda MacPhee for her Fashion Show for real women 
(modeled by all shapes and sizes) See everything from dressy jackets, sports-
wear, slinky separates, evening and cruise wear, and more. there are lots of 
new things to make this a total inspiration overload!

that's a sweatshirt?!?

Rhonda Rohlfing, Londa's Creative Threads
Thurs, 3:30 - 4:15 pm, Fri/Sun,  9:30 - 10:15 am
Sat, 12:30 - 1:15 pm

Be amazed and inspired as Londa models her awesome collection of new 
stylish jackets that began as...a sweatshirt!  embellishment, styling and fit-
ting are all tossed into this fast-moving presentation that is a delight for 
any creative spirit.

bedroom: diy Fashion show

Karen Erickson, Home Fashions U
Thurs/Sat/Fri/Sun, 1:30 - 2:15 pm

Often at the change of the seasons, during a stressful time 
in our lives, or just when we need a change, we crave a redesign of our 
most precious haven…our bedroom. Kick-start those creative juices as you 
watch Karen transform a room in front of your eyes. Karen will inspire you 
with ideas for window treatments, duvet covers, bed skirts, slipcovered 
headboards, table skirts, and pillows. Learn how to start from scratch or use 
what you have and repurpose.

thread as i see it

Glorianne Cubbage
Thurs/Fri/Sat/Sun, 2:30 pm

get the real scoop (not brand specific) about thread, techniques, and nee-
dles. During this class you'll see pictures of various techniques showing dif-
ferent results with different threads. yes, the thread does make a difference, 
come to class and you'll see why! 

asg members strut their stuFF!

Olympic Chapter ASG
Sat, 3:30 - 4:15 pm

Members of local American Sewing guild chapters will display a broad 
range of items that members have created. ranging from wool coats, 
jeans, quilted jackets and casual wear to prom dresses, formals and wed-
ding gowns, these garments display a variety of techniques. enjoy what real 
people sew, serge, knit and embroider.

clothes that click

Valley 4H
Thurs/Fri/Sat, 4:30 pm

See how Valley 4-h members are using state-of-the-art microfiber fabrics 
to sew outdoor wear, as well as learning to recycle old garments to make 
new ones.  you'll see how fashions from the 1950's have influenced current 
fashion and embellishment.  you'll also see how these pre-teens and teens 
have learned to design fashions to fit their bodies.

Free stage shows - showplex
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vendors

1 source publications

a Quilter’s dream, inc.

a Quilting roadshow

ah! kimono

all about blanks

all through the night

alto’s/sew ez Quilting, inc.

american sewing guild

association of pacific 
west Quilters

baby lock usa

barb’s elegant designs

barbara willis designs

beach garden Quilts

bear thread designs

bernina of america

billie’s designer Fabrics

birch street clothing

bird brain designs

bohemian element

bo-nash 
(north america) inc.

bullard designs

buzz tools inc.

byrd’s nest Quilting, inc

calico country

carol’s zoo

caroline homespun

carriage country Quilts

cascade sales inc

clover needlecraft, inc.

crawford designs

creations unlimited

creative drawings

critter pattern works

cutting corners, inc.

dakota collectibles

dalco home sew

dana marie design co.

dragon & phoenix 
software

dutch Quilter

elna usa

embellishment village

Fabric studio

Fancywork and Fashion

Fashion patterns by coni

Faux chenille

Fibergoddess.net

Fibers etc.

Fine european textiles

Fine French laces

Flair designs

Flynn Quilt Frame co.

g & p trading

g&i designs (For Fasturn)

ghee’s

gita maria

glitz and glamour

golden threads

great copy patterns

great yarns

hancock Fabrics

heartway international

heirloom Quilts & Fabrics

heirloom stitches

helen gibb ribbonwork

home Fashions u

homestead specialties 
pattern co.

i-bead.com

indonesian batiks

island Quilter

Jaicee designs

Janice stewart designs

Janome america inc

Japanese textiles & tours

Jenny haskins/rnk

JJ handworks/
pavelka design

June colburn 
designs ii, inc.

Just imagination

kai scissors

kasuri dyeworks

kaye wood inc.

koala studios

kwik sew

l.J. designs

labours of love

lh enterprises/
two easy tape co.

linda kubik

lingerie secrets

live guides inc

londa’s creative 
threads, inc.

longbranch Fiber Farm

loralie designs
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lorraine torrence designs

macphee workshop

marbled arts

marcy tilton

martelli enterprises

mary Jo hiney designs

material things

measurematic

michell marketing inc.

millerQuilts, inc.

momo-dini 
embroidery arts

mosiac Quilt studio

my Fair lady

nancy’s sewing basket

nifty thrifty dry goods

of my hands

oliso

on the surface

pacific Fabrics & crafts

palmer/pletsch

peacock patterns

pendleton woolen 
mill store

perfectborders.com

petite plus patterns

philosphers wool

pincushion boutique

power sewing 

professional sewing 
supplies

Quality sewing

Quilt gallery

Quilt in a day

Quilting From 
the heartland

Quiltsmart

Quiltworks northwest

reets’ rags to stitches

rhinestones galore

ricky tims, inc.

rochelle’s Fine Fabric 
and Quilting

saf-t-pockets

sara’s bloom

sew artfully yours, inc.

sew timeless

sew wonderful dreams

sewbaby

sewitup.com

shabby Fabrics

shades textiles

shibori dragon

shibori girls

silhouette patterns

simplicity creative group

sisterhood of Quilters

sisters in stitches

starr design Fabrics

steam trunk craft works

stitches in time antiques

sudberry house

sue’s solar

sue’s sparklers

sulky of america

sunset silhouette designs

superior threads

sweaterkits

the batik butik

the decorating diva

the Fuzzy bear co.

the Junk Jeans people

the pine needle

the Quilt barn

the Quilting loft

the sewing workshop

the stitchin’ post

the wool house

things Japanese/
the silk experience

treadleart

treasures of the gypsy

tropical textiles

unicorn books and crafts

vaune

vogue Fabrics, inc.

whims watercolor 
Quilt kits

wild ginger software

wonderfil specialty 
threads

wynwoods gallery
bead studio

yesterday’s charm

yli corporation

zundt design

vendors
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we are blogging!!
For the latest expo news and information, visit the official 
show blog: sewingandstitcheryexpo.blogspot.com. 
(just type that into a google search). rita Farro posts weekly 
interviews with speakers, letters from expo fans, or product 
demos. Bookmark it as a favorite place and visit often!
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welcome to the 27th Annual Sewing and Stitchery 
expo. Our management team and staff have been 
working all year to once again bring you the best 
of the sewing and needlework world. whether you 
are a garment sewer, quilter, needlework artist, 
or you are a specialist at a particular art such as 

beading or felting, you will be overjoyed at this year’s line-up of special events, 
seminars, and shopping opportunities.

it is our pleasure to bring you On-Line regiStrAtiOn this year and we are 
confident it will be easy for all of you. First, we are set to open up our new 
on-line registration on January 5. And let me give you a few pointers about the 
registration. Many of you have always come with your best friends, mothers, 
sisters, etc. and ordered your tickets together. we are suggesting that if you 
want to go to special events or seminars with a friend or two, by all means 
order your tickets together.

For example, lets say that Margaret and geri are friends and they want to 
come to the same seminar(s). it would be best for Margaret and geri to make 
their decisions and then for one of them to order the tickets on-line with one 
credit card. this is the only way you can guarantee that you will both get the 
same seminars. with on-line registration, it means first come first served. So 
if Margaret orders on tuesday morning and geri waits until the next week, 
chances are that they may not get the same seminars or at least at the same 
times. So we encourage you to have a plan ready. the computer has no way 
of telling that Margaret and geri are friends and it will not reserve tickets for 
anyone. when they are gone, they are gone. As with any new procedure, 
glitches in the system can happen. trust me, we will sort it out and make it 
right. it’s the best guarantee i can give.

now, it is my pleasure to tell you our special events are truly outstanding this year. 
Friday night Live, sponsored by Baby Lock, features nancy Zieman, “Sewing with 
nancy celebrates 28 years,” and a show you won’t want to miss. the Saturday 
night headliner “A Quilted Musical extravaganza with ricky tims,” sponsored 
by Bernina, will be fun and entertaining. Sunday, our charity event will include 
the “coats and clarks Pro-Am Sewing exhibition” with proceeds going to Mary 

Bridge children’s hospital. if you have made pillowcases for the children, bring 
them to this event. check the grid for new times.

the former expo hall is now named the clover hall and has provided all the 
sewing supplies for all hands-on sewing machine classes. So unless you want 
to bring something really special or your instructor has asked you to bring 
something outside of the usual sewing supplies, you don’t need to bring a 
thing. clover will provide notions such as scissors, pins, tape measure, seam 
ripper, needles, ruler, seam gauge, water soluble pencil, rotary cutter and mat. 
thanks to clover, your load will be much lighter for those hands-on classes.

May i remind you that thursday through Saturday beginning at 9:30 AM, 
we have free style shows upstairs in the Pavilion all day long with professional 
models. it is all about garment sewing and you have the chance to sit down 
and be entertained at the same time. So be sure you check your schedule and 
work in the style shows!

we want to thank our generous daily door prize donors. we are the only 
show in the country where about $35,000 in door prizes are given away each 
year. Please thank those vendors who so generously give to make this show a 
wonderful experience for all.

now, read this brochure carefully as you will see big changes as usual. Share 
it with others and go on-line to our website, www.sewexpo.com and see our 
new look, go to our blog and share your experiences with us as well. we love 
to hear from you and we will be posting pictures on our website, blog, and 
on-line newsletter so tell us your stories as rita says. have a great time and i 
will see you all in March, 2011.
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